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DECEMBER 1980

SAN DIEGO MAGA ZINE

DEC

1980

USO Founders Gallery - Indi ans: Th e Photographic Images of Edward S . Cuni s ( 1868- 1952)
thru Dec . 19 . Weekday s 10-4. USD . Alcala Park.
291-6480, ext. 4 26 1.

RANCH COAST

DEC

1980

SAN DIEGO MAGA ZINE

DEC
I

(

--

USO Noontime Concerts- Dec. 3: Maril ynn 1

Stevens , piano solo Dec . 10: Tradition al chamber
music 12: 15 in the French Parlor, Founders Hall .
USD. Admi ssion is free. Info: 291-6480 , ext.
4296.

SAN DIEGO MAGA ZINE

OEC

1980

_USO Choral Festival -USO Choir performs trad111onal music under the direction of Fr. Nicolas
Reveles Dec . 12 & 13 at 8 in lmmacul afa . Aultiission is free . USO .

(

Left to right: Mrs. Jack Widmer, Mrs. Fred
Widmer, Mrs. Don Johnson .

BULLO CKS FASHI ONS "CHOI CE
'80" DELIG HT SELL- OUT USD
AUXIL IARY FASHI ON SHOW
The 24th annual Univers ity of San Diego
Auxilia ry Fashion Show at the Town and
Country Conven tion Cent.e r was led to its
tremen dous success by show Chairm an
Mrs. Dougla s Manche ster of La Jolla and
her enthusi astic commit tee. Laudits were
given to the Bullock s Mission Valley
store, headed up by Mr. Jack Larson , who
supplie d the top fashions of his store in an
exciting , fast-mo ving show. A turnout of
seven hundre d and eighty filled the Town
and Country Conven tion Center knowin g
that not only did they see the tops in
fashion but that the proceed s benefit the
USD financia l aid program which assist
sixty percent of the school' s student s
annuall y.

I

READER

DEC 4

1980

Lec tur es

"Nutritional and Biochemical Influenceson Aggressiveand Violent Behavior" will Be the topic of
• a series of expert-witness tes. timonies at a public heaJinc sponsored by the Califur,ua· Commission on. Crime Control and VioDe,
_'J'lwrsday.
lence Prevention
cember 4, 12:30 to 10 p.m., More
Hall, USD School of Law. ·

TIMES-ADVO CATE

.

DEC.

-

4 1980

FOUNDERS GALLERY "Indians: The Photo
graphic Images of Edward S. Curtis" (18861952). Selections from USD's complete collec. tlon of the work of this premier chronicler of
10 a.m. to
Western Americans; weekdays from
.
.
. .
.
4 p.m thru Dec. 19.

..

(
(

•·''

LA JOLl,.A LIGHT

DEC 4

1980

USD's Foudners Gallery - "Indians," a photo _
exhibit · of ongmal gold-tone photographs taken
f rom 1907 to 1920, continues through
_

READER

DEC 4

--

1980

a
th
Our Mother,"
"The Ear
selection of photogravures Edward S. Curtis's monumental work,
North American Indians, will be on

from

19, Founview through December

ders Gallery,
x4296.

us9.

Dec. 19.

San Diego.
University of

291-6480
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Noon Concert- Traditional chamber music will
be performed Wed · 12:15 p.ni. in the French
FoundersHall. 291-Ma> ext. 4426.
Parlor of USD's
-

at

READER

READER
OEC

1980

DEC4

Noontime Concerts will feature
traditional chamber music
Wednesday, December 10, 12:15
p.m., French Parlor, Founders
Hall, USO. Free . 291-6480 x4426.

1980

Music Festival of

St.
Advent
. Brigid's Parish will prescenta choral
:· program by the USD Choir and .
Vocal Ensemble, Sunday, December 7, 4 p.m., Saint Brigid's
. Church, 4735 CassStreet, Pacific
. Beach. 488-2875.
.

.

SAN DIEGO UNION
DEC 4

1980

Father NicolasReveJes·and his University of San Diego Vocal
· ,Ensemble will entertain the ·USD Auxiliary Tuesday with Christmas music. The social hour begins at 11 a.m., luncheon at noon at
the Admiral Kidd_ Club. Betsy Manchester, chairwoman of the
recent auxiliary fashion show, will_present Dr. Author Hughes,
to stu- \
aid to
USD president, witha checkfor $10,200 for

(

EVENING TRIBUNE
DEC 5 1980
.

.

•

•.

NON-VIOLENCE?

ALLERGIC TO
DIET

..,

MAY BE FACT
. OR

CRIME
.

.
•

.

' '

By DARLA WELLES ·

· TRIBUNE Medical Writer •

•

.•.'

, , ·'

·

Is it possible thatcertain food allergies can result in' violent
.
.'
.
behavior? .
Rimland, psychologist,
Bernard
Quite possible, according to Dr.
er director of the Institute for Child Behavior Reresearchand
.
search here.
.Rimland was among a half-dozen expert witnesses testifying
about nutritional and biochemical influences on violent behavior
before, the Caiifornia Commission on Crime Control and Violence
Prevention yesterday at the University of San Diego.
· ' Rimland, a specialist in -children's behavioral problems, advo. cates the theory of orthomolecular therapy, which holds that imbalances in the brain caused by insufficient nutrients , or excess
alcohol, drugs, ·dangerous chemicals from the environtoxins
ment, or foods to which a person is allergic - · can -cause beha- '
·
·
vioral disturbances.
60 percent of people .suffering
. He ·estimated that as many
from a variety-of afflictions ranging from ·migraine headaches
to learning disorders to outbursts of violence - may have prob.lems that can be traced to allergic reactions to foods or ·exposure
· ·
to environmental pollutants.
He further suggested that many ,of those disorders can be alleviated or cured by eliminating the toxins or supplying the needed
nutrients to restore the body's natural, healthy balance.
did not suggest that nutritional imbalances or exposure
While he
to irritants are· the only factors in the development of violent
personalities, he said biochemical factors should not be overlooked
·
·in the search for causes and cures. ·
that allergic reactions are manifestConventional wisdom holds
· . ed only in physical terms, such as rasbe5i sneezing, difficulty in
.
,·
breathing and upset stomachs, he said.
body
the
from
separate
·
the
that
That theory· assumes
,
weakening by nutritional
and. not subjeet·t irritation by
·. · ·
/
·fj
· .'
·.
deficiencies.
be influenced by
' -Rimland, however, says
tion, swelling and pro··1 •
factors, which he holds can ca · in
sure or candull or distort function . of the brian's delicate com·
munication system,
•
besides alcohol, drugs
toxins,
common
the
of
He said some
and environmental chemicals, are those producing allergic reactions to a number of commonly consumed foods. Among those are
milk, eggs, wheat gluten, chocolate, corn, peanuts, sugar and the
phosphates in preserved meats such as bacon.
Many of those are already knownto cause physical symptoms of
allergic response in many -people, but have only recently come
under scrutiny ·by .the .medical community as possible causes of
1
. behavioral disorders.
exam- ·.
doctors
medical
by
books
a'lialt-dozen
Hesaid more than
pubbeen
have
s
'
author
lay
by
.others
many
and
thetopic,
in
•
•
•_
lishedin the pasf two years. ,
Most recommend water fasting to detoxifythe·system,followed ·
by gradual reintroduction of suspect foo,ls to determineallergic
• ··
·
·.
response.
controversial,
Rimland believes such therapy, while still highly
of physical
treatment
the
in
place
respected
a
find
will eventually
•:
problems and behavioral disorders alike, · .
,I r

l

·
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Dec. 12 and 13

..
: he . .
ris ma1 ChoralFestivalT
d
Vocal Ensemble sings tradit ional niversity of SanDiego Choir.an
p.m.
8
at
carols
porary
contem
the
Wednesday and Thursday in
y
s
it
Diego's Founder
Chapel. Admission: free. lnfonnati vers
.
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ART
Indians Of America
Curtis Photographs At USO

back - sometimes wearing ceremonial
By RichardReilly
beadttsa, and usually photographed in
Art Critic, The Son Diego Union
lonely places, against sharply delineated
Although the pastis not a package one rocks, scraggly bushes, and blurry skies.
photoold
storage,
cold
of
out
bring
can
gpphs allow III to reviewmoments forev- This
exhibitionis lateade,I for tbe generer frozen in time. A University of San al public, but will mean a great deal more
Diegoexhibitiondoes just that taking us to those already familiar with Curtis' work. .
back to the turn of the century, showing us Some of the photographs will be difficult
Western native American Indians in their for today's gallery goer to "read," unless
owntime and place - a time before dis- Ibey have been indoctrina ted in the
decimated tbeir numbers and civiliza- aesthetics of Indian lore. Curtis' photoease
tion changedtheir way of life. Exhibited at graphs definitely constitute a special world
of their own. Showing the everyday life of
USD'sFounders'Gallery are SO consciously
i cleg- the Indian, noting various nuances of the
r a pbyhthe
images
wrought p h o t o g
extracted
plate
Curtis,
S.
endary Edward
different tribeswith something akin to a
isolafrom tbe rare 20-volume limited edition set lover's passion, illustrating the stark
belonging to tbe university.
lion, tbe great expanse of open desert, tbe
Curtis (1868-1952) was one of tbe few men distant mountain, the harshness, as well as
in the early 19tb century passionately con- the absolute individuality of each person be.
cerned with the plight of Nortb American has pbotograpbed, Curtis' accomplishIndians, despite tbe fact that tbe most repeated phrase heard during his yootb was
"the only good Indian is a dead Indian."
Curtis was appalled by tbe herding of Indians onto reservations, and sbocked by the
government's systematic obliteration of all
traces of their customs and ceremonies He
begantaking photographs in 1896, and was
accepted by the Indians because of his
straightfo rwardnesshonsety and readily
apparent concern for tbeir plight.

(

Because ol Curtis'rapport with Indians,
railroad millionaire Edward H. Harriman
d in 1899. asking tbat be becontactehim
come part of a large group of ethnographers, biologists, geologists and anthropologists scheduled to make an erpeditioo to
Alaska (ceded to tbe United States by Russia 30 years previously). A whiff of gold
wasin the air and the government wanted
to know "just what was up there." For the
first time in his life. Curtis came in contact
with the Eskimo Indians; he wrote tbat
they were "erceptionally happy because
they have been little affected by contact
ments wereextraordinary.
with civilation."
Considering the enormous hazard and
From 1900 for a period of lour years.
a
' Pra irie Chief,
- the
Curtis trave led among the tribes west of difficulties under which he worked
cumbersome pbotograpb ic equipment photogrop h by Edthe Mississippi,recording what he saw in a
clear and precise manner. He wasdeter- hauled by wagon or pack horse,the hostile ward Curtis, is includ climate, the primitive methods of preserv-ed in on exhibit at the
mined to obtain some facts about each
ing his glass plates, the suspicious nature of University of Son Diego
tribe's origins, vocabulary. metbod of obtaining and preparing food. housing,arts, many Indians and tbeir reluctance "to give Art Gallery.
leg.
their face to the camera - his difficulties
games, clothing,customs, ceremonies
ends. duties and privileges of the ruling appear insurmountable, but be kept going.
and
clans, enemies and allies, reli gion
Towardthe end of his life, Curtis admJI•
myths. (Curtis didn't accomplish all this by ted tbat his work had not been easy(he
by "the invaluhimself - he wasassis ted
spent a total of 30 years In the field) but
able services of Mr. W.E. Myers, a rapid that It had been necessary. And because he
shorthand writer, a speedy typist . .. a man worked with an intensity of purpose, lav•
with an uncanny ear for phonetics ... and ished attention on every aspect of his
in spelling - second only to Webster."
work'sform and contenl Curtis distinctive
On Curtis' return to civilization,his pho- photographs impress tbe scholar. historian
tographs were received with enthusiasm; and collector.
and he wasinvited to the White House to
The Founders' Gallery. University of San
photograph the legendary Apache chief Diego, located in Alcala Park, just off
Geronimo.
Morena Boulevard . 11 open Monday
through Friday from 10 1 m. to p.m.

By this time Curtis had accumulated
40,000 photographs and financier J. Pierpont Morgan advanced the sum of $75,000
· (payable over a period of five years) so that
Curtis' prints could be incorporated "in a
set of handsome books," limited to 500 sets.
Written,· illustrated and published ·by
Curtis, with additional field research conducted under the patronage of Morgan, the
sets were published in 1907, with a forward
by Theodore Roosevelt.
Roosevelt wrote, ''The Indian as be has
hitherto been is on the point of passing
away. His life hasbeen lived under conditions through which our own race past so
many ages ago that not a vestige of their
memory remains. It would be a veritable
calamity if a vivid and truthful record of
these ·conditions were not kept . . . Mr.
Curtis, because of the singular combination
of qualities with which be bas been blest,
and becaus e of bis extraordinary success in .
making and using bis opportunities, bas
been·able to do what no other man ever has
done."
Despite their initial success, within a
decade, Curtis' photographs were among
the best-kept secrets in the world of publishing - .the pubilc was interested in other
things - primarily World War I. It was not ·
until a dozen years ago that Curtis' photographs once again began to reap attention,
and sets, when available, sell for $100,000
.
and upward.
Professor Terese Whitcomb has selected
50 sepia-toned plates. Exhibited are pictures of Navajo, Pima, · Sioux, Spsaroke,
Arikara, Piegan, Flathead, Kutenai, Nez
Pierce, Makah, Hope and Nunivak Indians.
Indian· women carrying
Viewers will
hauling water in decobacks,
wood on their
rative clay vessels, obsereving a beached
whale and harvesting saguaro cactus. Men
are shown hunting, spearing salmon, on· .
sentry duty and as night scouts, getting
ready for a sealing expedition, paddling a ·
canoe "past a dread point," and on horse-

see

SAN DIEGO UNION

DEC 7

1980

Founders' Gallery: Indians: The Photographic Images of Edward S.

Curtis. Tomorrow through .Dec. 19. University of San Diego. Monday
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.291-6480.

SAN DIEGO UNION
DEC 7

all

USO CHOIR CHRISTMAS CAROL FESTIVAL-The choir will sing
holiday songs Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. In the Immaculate,
University of San Diego.
USD ENSEMBLE
An afternoon of traditional chamber music will
be presented Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. in the University of San
Diego's French Parlor.

LA JOLLA LIGHT

USD's Founders Gallery - "Indians," photo
exhibit of ongmal gold-tone photographs taken
from 1907 to 1920, continues through Dec. 19.
University of San Diego.

-

(

TIMES-ADVOCATE

DEC. l

1980
. ..

FOUNDERS GALLERY "Indians Curtis" 0,tographlc Images
1952).
ork of this preplete collection Western
Americans;
mier chronicler_
to 4 p.m thru Dec,'
0
weekdays from 1 a. ·
19.
READER
DEC 1 1 1980
"The Earth Is
selection

OurMother

of photogravures from
S. Cuni1'1 monumental

Edward
work, North American Indians. will
be on view through December
19
Gallery, USO. 291-6480
.

LA JOLLA LIGHT
DEC. 1 1

1980

Christmas choral festival planned
A Christmas choral
The program will
festival will be held in include "Personent
Holst,
by
Hodie''
Founders Chapel of the
_University of San .Diego "Nativity Carol" by
and Saturday at Mathias, a selection
Friday
from "A Ceremony of
Carols" by Britten,
The USO Choir and arrangements
· of
Vocal Ensemble, under
the direction of Father
Nicolas Reveles of
arts
fine
USD 's
department, will present
_a free concert of
traditional and con. temporary carols.

1

traditional carols by
Rutter, medieval carols,
early American works,
and movements from
the Hassler "Missa
Secunda."
For information, call
291-6480.

READER
DEC 11 1980

- -

.

Choral Festival

(

USD Choir will be directed by
Nicolas Reveles, Friday, December
and Saturday, December 13
8 p.m., Founders Chapel,USD
·
'
Free. 291-6480

(
SOUTHERN CROSS

.

DEC 11 1980

x4426.

u.

of 3rd Age
set at USO
Applications are now being
accepted for the 1981 University of
the Third Age (U3A), to be held at the
University of San Diego,Jan. 5-23.
Tuition for the program is $30.
Enrollment is limited, and early
registration is advised . Persons
interested may call USC's Office of
Continuing Education at 293-4585.
The University of the Third Age
runs for four days per week. It is
designed for senior c1t1zens seeking
intellectual stimulation and moderate
physical activity.
Now in its fourth year at USO, U3A
is based on a model developed at the
University of Toulouse in France.

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC

1 J9afj'

USD Choral Festival - A Christmas choral
festival will be held in Founders Chapel at the
Umvers1ty of San Diego Fri. and Sat. at 8 p.m . The
USD _Choir and Vocal Ensemble will perform
traditional and contemporary carols. 291-6480

LOS ANGELES TIMES

DEC 1 2 1980

"Indians; Ute
San Diego):
FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of
Dec., " 10
rtis
Photographic Images of Edward S. C uthtol!lh
..
.
a.m. -4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

LOS ANGELESTIMES

DEC. 12 1980
DEC 1 2

·

The University of San

Diego Choir

1980

CHRISTMAS CHORAL FESTIVAL (USD Choir and Vocal
Ensemble, FoundersChapel, USO) : Traditional and contemporary

(

and Vocal Ensemble sings traditional
and contemporary carols at 8 p .m.
S,aturday in USD's Founders Chapel.
Admission:free. Phone: 291-6480.

EVENING TRIBUNE

(

EVENING TRIBUNE

DEC 1 2 1980
. Arthur
.Godfrey ad libbed so .long at last

·year's Boy Scout dinner (it hon:ored Bruce Hazard as Distin.guished Citizen) that sponsors figured it was enough to last for two
years. Tbere11 be no imported celebrity Tuesday night at Hotel
del Coronado (as publisher Helen
Copley is honored), but USD
Author Hughes will preside..

DEC 1 2 m]

.

.

.

A Christmaschoral festival will be held in the Foundecs ,Chapel of the University of San Diego tonight and
Saturday at 8 p.m. The USD Choir and Vocal Ensemble
aa concert of contemporary and traditional
will present

.

carols.

I

SAN DIEGO UNION

••

Indians: The Photographic Images of Edward
s'
Gallery
Founder
Foun Tomorrow through Dec. 19. Universityof San Diego. Mon.
Fri., 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 291-6480-

·

EVENING TRIBUNE

.

.

.,_...

DEC

.,

NEIL

RGAN

.·

(Neil Morgan is on vacation.
This columnis written by his as·
sistant, Tom Blair.) ·

/)t

trick:PUNK ROCK I

·
TREES.
LINE: At USD, one of Dr. ·
mes . Moriart y's students .
ded.the teacher: ·."You have
of the finestminds of the 10th
tury." That's a complimenl
archaeology.
· Moriarty teaches

s.

..

.

I

'

,· .

E. HARRISONMAXWELL
.

..

.

Retiree kicks blues
with aid of USO class
.

,.

By JOSEPH THESKEN
TRIBUNE Education Writer

ForE. Harrison Maxwell, retirement was a bore.
He bad spent 30 years at San Diego High School, principally as its music director, and bad built a reputation ·as a
top choir director.
· ·
. .
Then ,came retirement, a welcome goal for many. But.
for Maxwell it was a sentence to a life of monotony and
dullness.
.
. was very restless," he said. "After a career in the
school system
I found I bad to be organized. I couldn't
have one day aimlessly following another, every today
like yesterday." •
.
Be chanced to bear about the University of the Third
Age, an educational experiment designed to stimulate the
minds and revitalize the bodies of senior citizens. It was
being offered at the University of San Diego.
Maxwell joined the program and it turned his life
around.

"The mental stimuli of the classes, plus the daily exercise class began to change my life," he said. ''I rediscovered the secret of good health. '
Be was·too enthusiastic to call it quits after the program ended:

He became a volunteer tutonor students at USO, helping them in music, languages and English.
He continued a regimen of physical exercise under the
guidance of Rene Regalot, who had conducted such classes at the university.
·
"I was happy. again " he said. He kicked the retirement
blues.
"I even started an exercise course for the older people
'at the University Christian Church, where I'm music director. They range in age from 60 to 82."
His tutoring at USD led earlier this year to a regular
assignment there coordinator for the Economic Opportunity Program; helping students who do not meet admissions standards.
·
He bas under him a corps of upperclass students who
tutor others enrolled in the program.
· . "Here I am, active again at 65," he said, smiling. "I love
being involved in things," be said. "I've always liked
working with young people."
Maxwell spends Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays in
bis EOP office, allowing enough time in each day to swim
in the USD pool.
. "I feel I'm on a high when I go swimming,"
be commented. "Swimming is one of the finest exercises there
·is."
On Thursdays, he is busy at the University Christian
Church, conducting the exercise class and preparing for
Sunday service.
"Fridays go to my wife and to my gardening," he
added. "I like to work out in the yard."
Saturdays are for catching up on odd jobs, and Sundays
find him directing music at the church.
"It gives me a full schedule," be remarked. "But I like
to be busy."
.·
. Maxwell, Understandably, is a booster for USD's next
University of the Third Age, which will be held Jan. 5-23.
''I'd strongly urge older persons who want to be revital0
ized
to attend this program,"
to he said.
"It made a world of difference to me, and it can to
them as well. They'll find out there's a lot more to life if
they keep their interests alive."
·

(

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC 1 8 1980

Business
classes
offered

SENTINEL

1980

DEC. l 7

Business
courses
offered

· The University of San
Diego's · School
of
Business Administration
will offer four bminess
courses
during USD's
"Intersession 1981." ··
· Intersession opens
Monday, .January 5 and
through Friday'
January 23.
The courses ·a re:
"Advanced Accounting
Theory,"
taught by Dr.
James Daniels, mornings;
''Personal Financial Management,"
taught by Dr. Don
Mann.,
mornings;
_ "Computer Principles
and Application," taught
by
Dr.
Eugene
Rathswohl, evenings;
and
"Seminar
in
Investments," taught by

Four Business cour. ses are being offered to

lasts

the public by the
University of
San
Diego's _S chool ·of
Business
Administration "Intersession
1981."

(

:

Intersession ' opens
Monday, Jan. 5 and runs
through Friday, Jan. 23.
Pre-enrollment is requested.- The courses
are made available on a
credit basis at costs
ranging from $135-155
per unit. Attendance
is
either five days or four
nights per week. Room
and board are available.
For details, phone 293- . '
. 4800 or come to ·the
Graduate and Continuing Education office
at 106 Founders Had
on
· the USD campus.
-The courses include:
Advanced Accounting
taught by Dr. .
· James Daniels, mor-

Theory,

.· nings.

Personal Financial
· Management; taught by
-Dr. Don Mann, mor-

nings;
Computer Principles
and Application, taught

by
.Dr. .
Rathswohl,

Eugene
evenings.

Dr. Elizabeth Hennigar,
·. evenings.

.. The courses are being
made available on a
on

credit basis at costs
·ranging from $135 to
$155 a unit. Attendance
is for either five days or
four nights a week.
Room and board are
· available.
Pre-enrollment is
requested.
For more information,
call 293-4800

READER

LA JOLLA LIGHT

DEC 1 8 1980

DEC 1 8 1980
"Indians, " a photo
USD's Founders
photographs taken
ntinues through Fri.
exhibit of original
.f rom 1907 to 1920, co
.
University of San Diego

"The Earth Is Our Mother," a
selection of photogravurcs from
Edward S. Curtis's monumental
rk North American Indians. will
on view through December 19,

Founders Gallery, USD. 291-6480
x4296.

TIMES-ADVOCATE

DEC. l 9 1980

USO plans
Intersession .

SAN DIEGO -- Intersession1981, a
concentrated educational program,
(
opens at the University of San Diego
. Monday, Jan. 5, and closes Friday,
Jan. 23.
.
Costs range from $135 to $155 per
unit, with a 50 percent reduction for
clergy of all faiths. Room and board
are available, and pre-enrollment is
requested. For details call 293-4800
or
come to 106 Founders Hall on the USD
Campua.
.
.
One of this year's important courses is Career Life Planning, designed
for persons starting new careers or
retooling
present ones. It is available
pr
in the evenings on a non-degree credit
basis; the fee is $40,
Evenings - U.S. Military History,
. Ethics, Contemporary American Political problems, Computer Principles
and Business Application, Security
Analysis and Portfolio Management,
Early Childhood Education of the
Handicapped, and Theological
Themes in the "Narnia" fairy talesof
. c.s. Lewis, . .
.
Mornings - Urban Ethnography, .
Human Biology, Romanticist
English
Literature Liberal Arts Mathematics, Music Appreciation, Historical
\
Background of Contemporary .Judaism, American Philosophy Fundamental Issues in Physical Science, Intermediate Spanish, Advanced Theory of Accounting.

DEC 2 2

1980

•..
· SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAL

.

EDUCATION .

The University of San Diego, in the
first annual report issued by the private
institution in its 30-year history, reported
total revenues for the fiscal year ended
Aug. 31, 1980, of $19.4million, up from
$15.7 million last year. Moretha n.$15.5 ·
million of this year's total was received
from tuition and fees, federal grants,
private gifts and grants, and from
.
recreation and athletics programs.
Expenditures for fiscal year 19s,l
totaled $19 .2 million, and resulted in a
net increase in the operating fund

(

·balance of $132,173, up slightly from
last year's increase of $131,787.
·Such surpluses were not always commonplace at USD. In 1972, the university · operated at a deficit of $415,962,
andfailed to report a surplus .until 1976.
It has remained in the black ever since.
University officials pin much of the
credit for the. turnarou nd .on :. Dr.
AUTHO R HUGHE S, the silver-haired
USD president. Under Hughes direction, enrollment has increased 75.8 .
percent since i973, and USD has evolved
from a Catholic Church-run institution ·
wobbling on the brink of financial
insolvency, to an independent university expanding almost too rapidly to
meet the steady influx of studems.
USO officials hope to meet the latter
issue by announcing a major- capital
fundraising drive next year. The univer"accordi ng
sity's "Discover Campaign,
· to the annuaf report, already has contributions and commitments totaling
$6.5 million. Chairwomen of the efTort
is · Union-Tribune · publisher' ·HELEN
·
COPLEY. · .
..
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Seniorsto engage
minds--and bodies too

Applications are now being
Age, " by Charles Ross, M. D.;
acce pted for the 1981 University
"Stra tegy in the Indian Ocean
of the Thir d Age (U3A), a
- USA vs . USSR," by USO
senior educ ation prog ram, to be
Pofi tical 'scie nce Prof esso r
held at the Univ ersity of San
John Cham bers; "US Fore ign
Diego, Janu ary 5 throu gh 23.
Polic y and the Reag an
Tuition for the prog ramis $30.
Adm inistr ation ," by Lt. Gen.
. The Univ ersity of the Third
Victor Krulak, USMC (ret. );
Age runs for four days per
"Gui depo sts to a Heal thy Diet, "
week. It is designed for senio r.
by Marg aret McLaren, R . D.,
citizens seeking
intel lectu al
and Linda Patzo ld, USO Food
stim ulati on and mod erate
Serv ice
Man ager ;
"The
physical activ ity. Now in its
Econ omy - Is the Recession
fourth year at USO, it is base d
Over ?" by Don Baud er, San
on a model developed at the
Diego Union Economics Edito r;
Univ ersit y of Toul ouse · in
"Liv ing with Arth ritis, " Ms .
Fran ce.
Fran Hanks, Arth ritis FounThe upcoming U3A is twelve
datio n prog ram direc tor;
days in length, culm inati ng in a
"My ths and Histo ry," by Dr. C.
grad uatio n
cere mon y on
Josep h Pusa teri, Dean of the
Frida y, Janu ary 23. Each day
USO Coll ege of Arts and
will open with 40 minu tes of
Scie nces ; "How Are Your
light physical exerc ise. •
Inve stme nts Doin g?" by Mrs .
Pat Phillips, San Diego Trus t
Each day is plann ed with
and Savi ngs Bank ; "Jaz z
seve ral lectu res and even ts on
Conc ert topics of spec ial inter est to
The Swin ging
Yea rs·, " with Dick Brau n,
, ·seniors. Intro ducto ry rema rks
leade r, the Dick Brau n Big
on opening -day will be given by
Band ; "Tho se Eyes of Blue Are
Dr. William L. Pick ett, USO
Tired ." by Char les H. May,
vice presi dent for University
0 . D .. Opto metr ic Corporation;
Relations.
and "Cha mber Music Conc ert,"
Among the even ts planned
with Dr. Henry Kolar, direc tor,
are: "Hea lth for the Third
USO Fine Arts Depa rtme nt.
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Un. iversity Just For
.
, I
Seniors To Begin I
. App lica tion s are stil l bein
acc epte d for the
: University of the Third Age _to be gheld
at the University
of San Diego Jan . 5-23, 1981.
The 1981 edit ion of the unique univ
ersi ty session
des igne d spe cifi call y for sen ior
citi zen s seek ing
· intellectual stimulation and moderat
e physical·activity.
Now in its fourth yea r at USO , the prog
is based on
a model developed at the University ram
of Toulouse in
·Fra nce.
;-. The 12-day session includes spec
grams, lectures and . round table discial exer cise prorang ing from world politics to con ussion on topics
· The re will be special presentation sumer advocacy
s on the economy
age-ism,
health, can cer trea tme nt,
history, the social security system,the ERA, myths and
-hea dlin es of a maj or new spap er, a look behind the
coping with depression, nuclear energy, investme
nts, literature and
mo re.
The arts clai m an imp orta place
in the overall
· program and seve ral concerts nt
are scheduled including
a cha mbe r music concert and a jazz
cert .
The purpose of the prog ram is to con
stimulate seniors
'. intellectually and physically whil
e offering emotional
comfort. Past editions of the uniq
ue university have
netted rem arka ble results.
Tuition for the pro gram is $30 and
enro llme nt is
·limited. For more information,
:continuing education at 293-4585. call USD 's office of

C-6
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RESULTS OF SUPREME COURT DECISIONS CALLED 'TERRIBLE'

Inroads On Economic Rights
Alarm
USD's
s Prof. Siegan
.
.
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Aztecs, USD BattleFor City Cage Supremacy To
night
•

By ILL FINLEY

•

,

t

•

•

.

to win a game that will be seeby
n around
.
..
bounding. State is very physical; if we'can't.
3,500
fans and broadcast live by radio sta• Arena
. ' .'. . .StaffW rit
· Both played their home games there a stay
Ther
e
Oilto1Sa
lai'II .n.. '.· .. tion KFMB.
with them on the boardswe'll have
..
' .
year
ago
bu,t SanDiego State has six new problems
·
·:
,.
" . .
San Diego S.tate, 1-0 after scoring a 10- playei,
and µte Toreros have eight.
· An inviting place, SanDiego.
.
The Aztecs finished 6-21 last season but
point victory over UC-Santa Barbara FriYesterday thes14
There is sun, and surf, ·and Se
e exercised for the first Brovelll
World
a. day night, has won nine of the 14 previous· time
nced they have improved
upon the floor whichparallels Sports themselvesis convi
America's FinestCity, they callit, and San meetings
rather dramatically with the
but- more times than not --the Arena .Blvd. .
Dieg o pro ved
especially attractive last Aztecs a nd Toreros have
addition of Jones and Cage. ,
proyided bjgh .The Aztecswill open with the same
winter for visiting basketballplayers. . ·.drama
line·
.
"Zack is the stabilizing force they n e e d e d
in
up they employed.n Santa Barbara.
Between ' them the city's two . major A yearthe closmg moments. ·
all
last year, he really settles them down
ago,
for
exam
ple, . USO might chael Cage (6-9)' and Eddy Gordon
1 team
s - San Diego State and USO - bad . have won with
(6-6) will · the USD coach judged. "Cage is young ,"
a
free
throw
late
but
m the . be the forwards, r>r:ew Head (6-10)the cen· records totaling 12-40.· ·
., · · second half.
(here isn't much question he's going to be
.
·.
ter
with
Zack Jones (6-5) and Mark Smith something by the
1
The Aztecs finished last in the WAC, the · EarlPierce missed It. and
end of the year."
the Aztecs (6-1) at guard.
; Toreroslast in the WCAC. •,
·
.
.
· USD, which lost seven players due to ac...• .. eventually won the game in overtime. ·
Against them uso ·
"We did everything but roll out a red
send forwards ademic problems and i_njuries throu
Tonight s game will serve as the season- ' Bob
ghthe
Bartholomew.(6-7) and Brad Levesque
carpet for em," Aztec Co ach
Dave Gaines opener for the Toreros and Brovelh,·
.of the season, was 6-19 last year. • ·
course
for
(6-7),
cent
erpav
recall
e Heppell (6-8and
but both
s, Gaines .and USD Coa
) guards
"We're better, a lot better," Brovelll
anxious to begin.
1 Jim Brove
,. · ·
Rusty Whitmarsh (6-3
lli agreed yesterday 1t will bech one
and
)
M,ike
Stock
alper
·
said.
'Well have to feel our way along. for
.·
. (6-0) f
easier to· follow the bouncing ball in the . . "I wish
· , ·
·
awh
ile
--we've·got eJght new people and 1t
we
had
a
game
unde
r_
our
belt
montbs·ahead · · ·
t
.
·
will take awhile to find all the right comb
like State does but we'll be all right," the · Brov
ielli,
, · Both suspect their sides are greatly im- USP
who
scouted the Aztecs Friday_ nations - but we're going
submitted "I feel good about night, hastwo majo
to get better and
proved and they will be trying to illustrate thesecoach
r
conc
erns.
·
· · bettt:r as we go along."
guys. They
ve 'bad a go od
. .
.
six weeks or . "They're quicker than we are sowe
how far theyhave come tonight in the practice,
anAt stake tonight will be the Mayor's Perwe
all
feel
pretty
good
about
ourcipat
SportsArena
e
they'l
l
pres
s,"
h
e
· :
said
"Rus tyand petual Trophy. As the defending city
· · . cha thissseason,and I'm sure we're all · ike
chamThere,. at 7:30S, an Diego State. will re- . ready nce
experienced
guards, we. think- pion, Gaines will have it in his
to
getIt
goin
g."
clutches at a
.
.
'
hey should be okay, .but we'll have to-be special game
sume its crosstown series with USD and . . It will
-day Juncbeon today al noon
beintere
to se
which
e club
.the Azte
of getting,the ball safely up the in San Diego_Stadiu
are consi
cs
dered slight favorites feels · more comfsting
m. The public is invited
ortable 1n the Spo rts.
Tbe other concern we have is re- . to attend.
•
··
, ,
I
•
•
. .

. ·.
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COLLEGES By Ailene Voisin

USD

Learned
I

I

•

•

·

Cage Coach Marpe
Lesson At UNM
•

:

•

(

.

. .

•

• •• •

·•

•

·

•

• ·•

.
: ,.
... She bas 'seven years of college coaching a lot tolearn."' : '
experience at the University.of New_Mexi- In tonight's meeting with the Aztecs,
co to her credit.·Seven years, she insists, of Marpe will offer a starting lineup of-Laura
working with and learning frortr1fhe best Thomas (5-7) and Michelle Grier (5-6) at
college .coach (Norm Ellenberger) there is. guard, Sara Jane (6-2) at center and _Lori
(5-7) and Jennifer Perles (5-10) at
But during that time, Kathy Marpe; the . Morris
·
·
· -·
University of SanDiego's new _women's· forward.
coach,says she a1so learned what happens San Diego State will counter with guards
to a· town, a school and a program when Monica Rebbe (5-8) and MarshaOverton (5basketball becomes the only game in town. 8), center Judy Porter (6-3), and forwards
Ellenberger was indicted on a·variety of Diena Pels (5-11) and Theresa McGlade (5·
.
charges including mail fraud, the school's 10).
reputation was tarnished, and the basket- Here's a lookat the other colleges: ·
ball program , left -virtually · in shambles. .U.S. International University - The
This was not college basketball the way .Gulls have a new coach, Rudy Lanham,
three returning starters, Lisa Davenport (5Kathy Marpe had envisioned il
"It didn't start out like that at UNM, but 4), JoAnneHilliard (5-8) and Carol Michelle
it got to the point where the only thing that · (5-5), and several promising newcomers.
Those fighting for starting spots include
mattered was winning," said Marpe.
Kathy Bryans (5-3), Martha Espinoza (6-0),
"That'sone of the main reasons I left."
. Her task, at USD, is to build a Division i Jamie -Glassford (5-7), Lisa Miranda (5-7),
program - which · necessitates winning. Anna Morgante (5-11) and Andi Selitsch (5·
·
· ·
But she is .encouraged by the administra.- 4}.
· tion'.s emphasis on academics, the proximi- Lanham hopes the Gulls' quickness will
.· ty of San Diego to Los Angeles - ·a prime compensate for their lack of size and expe.·
I
.
.
recruiting•area - andtthe freshness of the rience.
program. There arvio ghosts.in.the closet. Point Loma College - Bill Olin's (15-9)
returns intact. Sue Crews (s-:4i) and
. . The 1980 season, though, promises ·to.be· group
· ·. · Sue Gerber(5-6) are the guards, Rene
trying for several reasons:
The rosterconsists of players recruited ".J'µcbscher (5-8) and Patty Patterson (5-7)
by an interim coach who took over when the forwa;ds and Liz Wagner (5-10) the cen. last year's head coach left abruptly at mid- tk Patterson may bemoved out of a starta
season. Marpe bas contacts throughout the ing spot.by newcomer.Brenda Samuelson,
.
: countryj but that means nothing until next 5-10 junior college transfer. ·
,• f Olin expects another·good season, though
•spring, andnext season. .
• 1 USD's schedule, including tonight's 5:15 he hopes for ·a better shooting percentage
.·
· · _· ·
lastyear).
. contest against San · Diego ,state at the (38percent
When .Mary Egan reUC San Diego
1 Sports Arena, is even more difficult than
last year's. Future opponents include Neva- turns from Dartmouth . at the end of the
da Las Vegas, Biola, Pepperdine, Arizona quarter, the Tritons will also start ·last
. · . year's five' - Egan (6-0) at center, Wendy
State and UC Irvine.
And according to the -coach, the Toreros Nakayama (5-3) and Lisa Yonemoto (5-3)at(1-1) have not mastered the fundamentals guard, and · Jill ·Keene' (5-8) and Stacy
· MacFadyen (5-8) at forward.
.
of basketball. ·
"That's ·our biggest problem," she ·· Off the bench, there is Dani Grady (5-11)
.. concedes, "they need a .lot of work on fakes, .Paula Womack (6-0), and Jean Dangler (5·
•.
·offensive skills, defensive positioning; and 9).
cuts. I've always stressed fun- The Tritons _are quick, experienced, but
how to make
·
at the guard spots (5-3).
damentals. And_right now, I'd say we have small
.
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GOING FOP TWO -- USDforward Bob Bartho' lomew shoots over the guard of San Diego State's
· Michael C.ge whileAztec center,Drew Head jockeys with another Torero player for rebound po-

sitfon under the basket Actioncame during last
night's game at the Sports Arena, wbich San
Diego State won.by a score _of 60-52. (See story, E.
2). - Tribune photo by T.ed .Winfield
.
I

•
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Toreros do everything
CANEPA.

. .

but win against Aztecs

•
By NICK
boards, and you can't
run unless.you .cap rebound. ·
when the Aztecs moved
in front bynine. It wasthen that
A strange thing happened to the..Univenity of San . "Andthey .did ·a 'good job getting back and taking the ·G a idid
n some
e s substituting. .
•:
.
Diego's basketball team last night TheToreros did just transitiongame away from us when we did get the re- •._1 a put few fresh guys
in
and
they
turned
the
about everything they wanted to do against
San
Diego I bound. They hustled, got the second shots, and stayed in . over," said Gaines. We let em come back. But thisball
is
State .. but win.
'
•, ' . I '
the ball game." . '
'
•·, .,
early and you'regoing to make mistakes.
it's going to
. The Toreros f o rthecAztecs
e dto play their style. They
The most consistent performer.for the winners last take time
for us to get oui; timing down.
slowed things up, took
away the fast break and got the night was6-foot-9 freshman forward Michael Cage, who Forward Eddy Gordon's
15points paced
the Aztec s
shots they wanted. But the shots didn't fall. .
. contributed 10 points and 12 rebounds and
his muscle
followed by Morris with
11
off
the
bench,and
Cage and '
, Not enough of them, anyway. USDmanaged to shoot to clog the middle. He also played 34 pf the 40minutes.
Jones with_10 each. USD, which
outrebounde
d
the
winners ·
just 32.7 percent from the floor last night and San Diego "I thought Michaelplayed a real good game for a 40-35,recei ved
11points each from
Mike
Stock- ,
State defeated its crosstown rival 60-52 before
3,092 fansfreshmaadded
n," Gaines,whoseteamimproved its
rebounds
and
in the Sports Arena.
.. record to 2-0.
.
"No question ·. ,:.we shoot well, we win the game." said but he reachedback and s,:,t us some key rebounds."
"We lookedgood in places, said Cage,"but we made
1
I
Torero Coach Jim Brovelli."But we didn't so we lost. i If the Aztecs have discovered one,thing in their victory
far
to() many mistakes.we had our chances to iceit but
There's no way (forw4rd) Bob
B.u'thomolew. is going go over UC-Santa Barbara last week and what went on last
killedus. Thebigplay was that dunk by
4-for-17 from the floor..But he did tonight.And those were_·. night,it's that they can play with a lea.d.
' . that" 1
near the end,
I know
shots be usually makes They just din't t drop. .
Gwynn, the point guard who missed the Santa Barbara
1
·
· · . :· , ·
·
•• ,
The Aztecs lead was 30-28
at the half. With 1:21 to plaf ·. game due to an eligibility problem, came back last night ·· · ., "I think we're
going
to
be more competitive this
•
inthe. contest, San DiegoState's margin, which at one and played just minutes. But when he gets intoshape, gajd Brovelli, whoseclub opened its
season
last
night.
''So
time had been 46-37, had
bee
whittledn
to 51-49. 1 ,·.
bis floor sense --be paced the Western Athletic Confer- is San Diego State. We tried to keep the lidon it against
· But the Toreros were
forced to foul,and
Eddie ence in assists a year ago-- will make the Aztecs
even .· them But they're. strong and they can play a half-court .,
Morris, Tony Gwynn and Michael Cage all made more comfortable with
the ball.
· . ·
·. game if'they 'can get the ball inside to their big people."
throwsto put the game away. ,
· ·,
The losers
neverled, but theykept things close. In the · . Both. teams return to action tomorrowni ght.
San Diego
' I'm always happyto win, said SanDiego State Coach ' first hal_f1the Aztecs would spurt every now andthenand State hostsIdaho State in
a 7:30 gam·e 'in·P,e
I
Dave Gaines
'But .we didn't play very well. USD wasget up by fiveor six, only to see·the Toreros fight back.
USD will be in its gym for a 7:30contest against UC Santa .·
fired up, no doubt about e didn't
t get the ball off the
let it get away
through the second.half Barbara.
' ,
·
·. ·
_i}
,
' I.

}.

j

••

'
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.

I

•

•
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s cs'Cage Confining
USD FindAzte

.

I

first gamehere,"Gum said.
.
.
e m a bll MIi
s s eintimidated
too, and Cage w adidn't
little defense,
"He's still 17," Aztec Coach Dave
By BILL FINLEY
every
probably the key player on the court gamehe's gonna getbetGiJ'
Gaines reminded lut night. "he
Diego Union
Writer,
The San
Staff
better."
and
better
and
i
60-52
outlastedUSD
Aztecs
the
u
could still beinhigh school."
U that is true, Cage should be quite
Instead he was in the Sports Arena a basketballgame seenby 3,092 the a player
lleea usehe stands 6 feet 9, and
end of the season
the
by
was
his
Quite appropriately,
weighs 230 pounds, and lookseven andhis pft9tllCe proved useful to the
should be quite a player by the enaAi
folksin whiteuniforms. The fresh- first name mentioned by both the· the
bigger than that, It is eas to ro,set
, ·
week.
coaches.
winning and losing
that Michael Cageof San Diego State manscored 10 points and collected
"He was'a factor out there,
"He played awfully well for his
· 12 rebounds. He played more than a
is still just • kid.
· doubt about .it," Torero Coach Jim
Brovelli confirmed. "He goes to the
board and, ru tell you, when be
that big body of his oll lbe floor it's
tough to shoot over him, too."
indeed, defense was probably
Cage's chief contribution last night.
Torero star Bob Bartholomew,a
55percent shooter in his USD career,
1 could net just 4 or his 17 shots from
, the field and some or lbe blame for
this must be attributed to lbe big kid
lrom West Memphis, Ark.
"Our shooting was undoubtedly 11,i,
difference in the game." Brovelli
said. "Bob missed some shots he's
been making his whole Ule. As a
team, we only hll 33 percent, and
just can't beat a team like State if
we're not shooting well"
Tbey could have.
Trailing 51-49 with two minutes to
play, USD had an opportunity.
steal by Torero forward Gerald
Jones gave USD a chance to lie the
game. Bartholomew missed a 12-foot
jumper, though, and Jones was whisUed !or a foul while attempting to
grab the rebound.
Aztec Eddie Morris then tossed in
a 1ree throw and San Diego State was
on its way to a victory which left it
0.

Cage' s Defense
(Continued from D-1)
"It's going to depend on the other team
just what we do," Gwynn said. "Santa Barbara and USD are ball-control teams, so
we were pretty much limited to playing a
halfcourt game with them. But we can run,
we will run when we get the chance. As the
going to get better at goes
son
goes on, we're
sea

Brovelli saw promise lor his club,
well
"You're never happy anJe. you win,

USD's RustyWhitmarsh

u

Toreroteammate Gerald, clefwadlas,
60-62.
.t the Sports Arena,

The Toreros, who were making

their first start or the season, mi.,sM
their next five shots rrom the field
helore Rusty Whitmarsh knocked in
a meaningless 20-looter at the horn.
Aztec forward Eddy Gordon led
both sides in scoring with 15 points.•
Morris concluded with 11 points and
:
Zack Jones contributed lo.
' ' Center Dave Heppell and guard
apiece
Mike Stockalper had 11 points
for USD.
The Aztecs outshot the Toreros, 43
percent to 33, and outrebounded
.
them, 40-35.
The victory pushed Sao Diego
State's lead in the series to 10-5. Any time you play a crosstown
rival you know they're gonna come
ready to play," Gaines suhmlti.(d.
"and USO was ready .to play. They
did a lot or good things out there.
Tbey controlled the tempo, they kept
us off the boards. We were hoping to
run more but they did a good job
with their transition game. I didn't
think we played all that well, hut the
biggestreason ror that is they didn't
let us play all tht well"
In their firsttwo starts of the sea
son, the Aztecshave scored only 127
points. They have yet to establish
running game,and their offense has
but Gaines IUll)II09
been sluggish,
his people wlll improve.
"It's gonna take time lor us to
jell. he submitted. "We've got a lot
of new kids and we don't have
timing down yet but - MY - .1J!
•':
awful early.
Gwynn,
T o n y who
Aztec guard
he
ltanied yesterday I
been declared eligible to play
night,agreed.
Col.3 )
o
(Continued

D-3,
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USD Hosts Santa Barbara
•

'

I

•

•

The University of San . Gerald Jones, a 6-6 for- .
Diego, coining off a 60-52 ward from .Pima Junior
season-openingloss to San College in Tucson. Ariz.
Diego State Tuesday night, . may replace Brad Levesque
will host UC Santa Barbara (6-7) in the remaining starttonight in a non-conference ing spot.
·
basketball contest at 7:30 in
the USO gym.
· USD's starting lineup includes guards Mike Stockalper (6-0) and Rusty Whitmarsh (6-3), center Dave
Heppell (6-8) and forward
Bob Bartholomew (6-7).

. .

(
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USD

Triumphs I

SAN DIEGO (UPI) -- Mike
Stockalper scored 25 points to
lead the Univeristy of San
Diego to a 74-57 win over
Barban
California-Santa
Thursday night.
Bob Bartholomew had 16
for the Toreros. , ·
Santa Barban wasled by
Richard Anderson with 19.
Aaron 11cCartby and Walter
Evans each had 10 for the
Gauchos.
San Diego moved to 1-1,
while Santa Barban dropped

to 1-2.

i
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Aztecsrun wild
DEC 5

8('1

against Bengals;
Tore ros also win
I

(

(

It has been nearly a dec- game.
ade since the San Diego · Meanwhile, over at AlcaSta te basketball tea la Park, Torero guard Mike
jumped out of the chut Stockalper scored 25 points
· with three straight wins
to lead his team against the
No one is going to com- 1JC-Santa Barbara Gauchos
pare theIdaho State Ben- in an effort that pleased
gals with the UCLA Bruins USO Coach Jim Brovelli. .
or the DePaul Blue De· Th·e Guachos shot60 perm:ons, but the Aztec_ cent from the. field and put
swampedthis team ·from a lid on the Gauchos, boldf?catello, Idaho, last.night ing them to only 24 points in
in Peterson Gym 96-80, and the first half.
. ·
did it with nine players The Toreros leaped to a
working like a well-oiled 35-24 halftime lead, and the
machine.
. Gauchos never .did come
is the firsttime since close.
1 that an Aztec team has . Stockalpet hit on 12 of 15
J inped out to a 3-0 start; shots .from the floor and
and they could.add a fourth sank his only free throw of
whe
they travel
nto Flag- the night. The Torerosplay
staff
to meet the Northern the University of •-Illinois
Arizon
Lumberjacks
a
next. (Chicago Circle) Tuesday at
Thursday. · · .·
·
the USO Sports Center.
e&t the Aztecs weren't ·
the only local college bas. ketball team ·that won last
night. The USD Toreros
ripped UC-Santa · Barbara
(the Aztecs' first victim) by ,
a 74-57 score at Alcala
Park and
they did i by contrcfiig the tem of the

(

(
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TOCKALPER SCORES 25

whelms Guachos,
USD Over

74-57

forcing him outside much of the time, finished with just
.. ·
fourrebounds.
· .· ·.
.. .
For the first time in a long time. University of San .. SantaBarbara(1-1) stayed in the game mainly through
McCarthy and waiter Evans.
Diego guard Mike Stockalper walked off the basketball the efforts of guards Aaron
10 pomts ap1ece,mostly_from outside.
court with a smileon his face. The last time USD's point They scored
half, McCarthy and »{ans were wonBut in thesecond
guard had reason to smile? . That would have been11·
on the transition by Stockalper and
games· ago. when the Toreros .surprised Pepperdine in sistently victimized
Rusty Whitmarsh. Stockalper, who scored the majority .of
:.
.
·. ·
Malibu
But on a night when Stockalper scored 25 points, and .,1!-fs baskets from long range in the first half, broke free
.
. ,.
penod.
· combined with his teammates to shoot 60 percent from for six layupsm the second
And Whitmarsh, who mtercepts passes consistently and
the field, USD (1-1) defeated UC Santa Barbara 74-57at
(
share of shots for a 6-3 guard, was usually,
blocks a good
·
··, · ·
.Alcala·Park. f
.
the one feeding Stockalper the ball.
"I thought defensively .we played particularly well.
play better dein ·, "Rustymakes everyone around him
USD Coach Jim Brovelli afterward, "especially
said
thats what hedoes best.
the first half when we gave up only 24 pomts.. And Stock,fense," said Stockalper, because
.
_ .
He makes it fun." · · . . . well he just did a super job quarterbacking the team.
.. Stockalper,whose USO career high was 27 points last
•
·. •
He took what they gave us)'
against Loyola-Marymount, p_!"Obably offered the
Brovelli, asked whether this was USD's best effort season
most candid assessment of the game: "We shotsowell
s. we'venever
. against_a Division I -opponent, replied "Ye
we got so many layups.And we had better jump: . · ·because
.
controlled a game quite like this."
. ,ers ms1_de. Our guys don'tt ev_en Jump. that high - except
they controlled it .right from the beginning ·
.And
if · •·•
Forward Bartholomew (6-7), going against Gerald -- and we outumped them.
seemed,"be concluded, "like everything was
"It just
himself both offensivelyand on
opponents inside, asserted
.· ..
·
.·
.. ·
BetweenBartholomew, who scored 9of his 16 .going right."
the boards.
15
fie
of
12
field
the
from
almostperfect
was
Stockalper
whocontributed
Stockalper,
and
half,
initial
the
in
pomts
.and 1 of 1. from the line. Bartholomew, coming off a
,
lead. .
11, the Toreros moved out to a 35-24 halftime
shooting performance against San Diego State
meanwhile, wereunable :W, capi- miserable
The visiting Gauchos
. ·. · (4 of 17) earlier in the week, was 6 of 10. He also grabbed
up front ·
size advantage
on their
talize
_,,_,,
•'
.
·
seven rebounds.
with 19 points - 10
his
Richard Anderson ledteam
on .. "I thought Bobbyplayed very well," said Brovelli. "He
half _but ·was seldom factor
commg in the first
Santa Barbarahad anopportunity was unhappyabout the State game, so tonight he ,wanted
occassions when
those
show what be could do. They all did.
come out
• ••
· · ·
to get back into the game. •
of team that's
"AndI think, overall, that this is the
Anderson's 6-10 teammate Paul Johnson, with USD's
.
game."·
each
improve
to
going
Bartholomew·.
and
(6-6)
(6-8), GeraldJones
Dave Heppell
·"

.

By AILENE VOISIN

. .

·.

points and
Union
·
San Diego
·
Staff Wrtier, The
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major coll ege
in Solitude: San Diego's two the ir ann ual
In
ht
nig
eroth
basketball tea ms me t the
, and all of 3,092 sho wed
ba ttle for the Mayor's Tro phy
ma yor was in abs ent ia.
the
n
Eve
up at the Sports.Are na.
ner , had a wid e edg e in
San Diego Sta te, the 60- 52 wins lack pol ish and disciyer
pla
the
but
len ns of tale nt,
as mu ch as a reSm oke y Gaines travels alm ost rott er. It is more
pline
Glo bet
cru iter as he did as a Har lemgo's, and it figu res to take
Tea m tha n San Die
America's
time to get it tog eth er.
ent ally sound and pat ien t, hel de
·. USO wa smore fun damlittl
e sen ior gua rd nam ed Mik
tog eth er by a scra ppy
close for the sec ond yea r
stay
to
d
age
man
Stockalper. It
tale nt to win .
the
e
hav
te
in a row, but did n't qui
of the Monday nig ht
t
cen
inis
rem
e
gam
a
was
This
Den ver . One team
and
land
Oak
n
wee
football gam e bet
y, but the oth er
awa
e
gam
incl ined to giv e the
seemed
)1eemed discinclinedto tak e it. Aztec pla yer s wal ked lriIn the afte rma th, one of the raised the Ma yor 's Tro and
. ·.um pha ntly acro ss the cou rt By the n, the stan ds wer e
in fron t or the stands.
phy
Clip per s had bee n
You wou ld hav e tho ugh t the
empty.
Playing

playing.
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3- .. Faces.Chica.go Circle
:

a TimesStaff Wr ite r
Diego's basketball
DIE GO --T heUniversity of San
e games when
thre
in
win
will sho ot for. its second of Illinois ton igh t at 7:30
host toChicago Circle
I

•

led the
rts Center. Mike Stockalper has
at the USDSpo
verag
a
,
e.
s
a gam
o
rnts
r e poi
To
-
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USD

'

1

QJ )

Team
Plays Host TO Illinois ave
rage. He is followed by Bar-

per game
He pChikas
omew (12.5 and 8.0 rebounds)and·
The U. of Illinois (Chicago Circle) go tothol
Die
San
pell (9.0).
will visit the University of
son
' gym
Illinois, coached by Tom Meyer, the San
night in a 7:30 contest in the Toreros
in
ves
arri
er,
the of DePaul's Ray Mey
The Toreros (2-1) will open with t UC Diego with a 1-4 record The Chikas sole
ains
ag
k
wee
g NCAA Divisame lineup they did last
(6-0) and victory was against defendin College .
k
Santa Barbara - Mike Stockalper
Par
th
Nor
on
Bob Bar- sion m champi
forRusty Whitmarsh (6-3) at guards, (6-6) at
Meyer's club is led offensively by
es
Jon
ald
Ger
erAnd
Tim
and
)
tholomew (6-7) and
(6-6
per
center. wards Andrew Coo
forward , and Dave Heppell (6-8) at re fre- son (6-5), and guard Tommy Edwards (6-3).
Stockalper, who is shooting mo ons at The other starters are Van McCarty (6-0)
quenUy than in his prior three seasan 18.0 and Paul Wiloff (6-9) at center.
USO, leads the team in scoring with

I
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Toreros have couple of things going for them
. I

The University of San Diego's basketball
.
over. We're going to have to be very careful
team knows what it's like to win. The Toreros
College basketball .
with the ball."
[
also know how to play defense.
Brovelli has been getting good play from
"That pleases me more than anything," said
"We
played
excellent
defense
1ast
week
.
just
about everyone. Against UC Santa BarbaUSO Coach Jim Brovelli, whose team will go
against Santa Barbara (a 74-57 win). We held
ra, senior guard Mike Stockalper was the
after its second straight win tonight when it
them to 24 points in the second half," Brovelli
hero, putting in 25 points. And 6-foot-7 forward
hosts the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle
said,l"And we didn't beat San Diego State, but
Bob Bartholomew, playing against much
in a 7:30 game at Alcala Park.
we played good defense against them, too.
taller men, shoved in 16 points and grabbed
Winning apparently wasn't in the cards for
"I've
told
our
players
that
if
they
can
con.
seven
rebounds
·' ·
two other area teams last night - with UCSD
tinµe to play defense that way, they can be
Brovelli, whose club finished 6-19 a year
bowing to University of California 81-56 at
very competitive. They can be in most
ago, is happy. Thus far, his club has avoided
Berkeley and U;S. International falling before
games."
the injury bug, which cost him six front-line
University of Idaho 78-56 in Moscow, Idaho.
Chicago Circle scares Brovelli. The men
players a year ago, And, thus far, at least, the
Center Mark McNamara scored 22 points
from the Windy City are 1-3, but the NCAA
Toreros have managed to stay out of foul troufor the Bears, while Sherman Johnson countDivision
II club has lost to the likes of Bradble.
·
·
ered with 17 for UCSD. Leading scorers for .
ley, Northwestern and Morehead State.
"That's a key," said Brovelli. "And we're
Idaho were Ken Owens and Dan Forge, with
"They have good size and they're very • healthy. We're practicing very well. If we con20 and 18 points, respectively. Don Robinson
quick,"
said Brovelli. "They'll press you from .tinue to play the way we have, we should be
got 11 for the Gulls.
·_, __
e start and
try to get you to turn the .ball okay."
MIKESTOCKALPER
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All Five USD Starters
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Bartholomew
ignites USD
SAN DIEGO (AP)
i Forward
Bob Bartholomew scored 13 points
and grabbed eight rebounds Tuesday night,
leading the University · of
San Diego to a 68-62 vie' tory 'over visiting IllinoisChicago Circle in · a nonconference college basketball game .

.Guard Mike Stockalper
added 12 points' . for the
Toreros, who are now 2-1.
Also in double figures for
San Diego were guard Rus~
ty Whitmarsh and center
Dave Heppell with 11
points ' each and forward
Gerald Jones with 10
points.
Heppell led all rebounders in the game with
13.
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO CIRCLE (82) .

McCarty 4 0-0 B, Cooper 9 0-1 18. Edwards 20-04,Brown 60-0 12,Wilolf 10-02,
Austin 24-78. Andmoo 42-3 JO. Totals 28 6-

11 62.

u. SAN DIEGO (68)

Stockalper5 2-2 12, Whitmarsh5 1-1 11 .

Jones 4 i-2 JO, Bartholomew 6 1-2 13. Heppell4 3-5 JI, Rocha 1 4-46, Levesque 2 1-2 5.
Totals 27 14-18 68.
Halftime--Illinois
Circle
Chicago
31, U.
San Diego 27. Fouled out--McCarty.Total ,
fouls--Illinois-Chicago
Circle 19, U. San
Diego J6. A-435.

·
Contribute to 68-62 Win
· ·From aTimes Staff Writer

\
.
DIEGO--Allfive starters scored double figSAN
University of San Diego defeated Chicago
ures as the
. 68-62 in a non-conference basketball
Circle
ois,
t
· ht al 'the USD Sports Ce nter.
game Tuesday
scored 13 points for the Toteros,
O
Bob
·Rusty Whitmarsh and Dave Hep12
Mike
StockalperGerald Jones 10. Heppell had a teampell 11 apiece and ds d Bartholomew collected eight
leading 13 reboun and
rebounds.
2 1 overall had trailed at halftime, 31. The oreros,
• . ld the second half and
27.They shot 71
Circle hit on 28 of
were 27of 50 ove
for
•
.
67 shots from the field.
·'
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Whitmarsh helps lead
USD past Chicago'Circle
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Forward Bob Bartholomew
scored 13 points and grabbed eight rebounds Tuesday
night, leading the University of San Diego to ·a 68-62
victory over visiting Illinois-Chicago Circle in a nonconference college basketball game.
·
Guard Mike Stockalper added 12 points for the
Toreros, who are now 2-1. Also in double figures for San
Diego were guard Rusty Whitmarsh, former Monte
Vista star, and center Dave Heppell with 11 points each
and forward Gerald Jones with 10 points.
Andrew Cooper paced Illinois-Chicago -Circle with 18
points. Nick Brown added 12 points for the losers: who
dropped to 1-5.
. Illinois-Chicago Circle led 31-27 at halftime. The
second half was close most of the way. San Diego took
the lead for good by scoring eight straight points.

1
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Colleges

on road,
in tough

TRIBUNE Staff Report
Two San Diego college
basketball teams will find
themselves in hostile territory tonight and another
found itself the object of a
Texas ambush last nighl
San Diego State is in
Flagstaff, Ariz., to take on
Northern Arizona ·university in a• game set for 6:30
(PST).. KFMB radio (760)
will handle the live broadcast in SanDiego.
And the University of
San Diego, fresh from a 6862 victory over the University of. Illinois-Chicago Circle Tuesday night, will be in
Colorado Springs to meet
the Air Force Academy.
The game will not be broad- ·
cast in San Diego.
USD Coach
Jim
Brovelli
isn't all that thrilled about
having to play Air Force,
either. The Falcons are notoriously jough at home, an
arena., which sits 7,000 feet
above se level.
Air Force, with ·a 2-3
record, is paced by 6-6 forward Tim Harris (18.8
points per game), guard
Rich Simmons (13.2) and 6-7
center· Reggie Jones (9.2
points, 9.0 rebounds).
"Air Force is very disciplined, said Brovelli. ''They
play -exceptional, .man-toman defense and they'll try
to control the tempo. They
only give up about 50 points
a game at home. We're really going to have to play
well to win up there."
The Toreros are 2-1 and
have been playing fairly
solid basketball behind the
starting five of Bob Bartholomew and Gerald Jones at
forwards, Dave Heppell at
center and Mike Stockalper
and Rusty Whitmarsh at
guards
USD's next game will be
at home Dec. 19 against the
University of Missouri-Kansas City.

DEC 1 1 1980

(

Air Force
Hosts USD
In last year's game
against the Air Force Academy, the University of San
Diego (2-1) made good use
of the home court advantage, rallying from a 10point deficit late in the
game to win the contest 7568.

But in tonight's meeting
between the teams in Colorado Springs, the Falcons
(1-3) have the home court and the altitude - in their
favor . .
Air Force iis led by forwards Tim Harris (17.5
points per game) and Rick
Simmons (13.2), and center
Reggie Jones (9.7 and 7.2 rebounds per game). The
guards are Erwin Washington and Greg Lewis. .

The Torero starters - all
whom finished in double
of
figures in Tuesday
night's
1win over U. of Illinois (Chi·cago Cirle) - are guards
Mike Stockalper (16.0). and
Rusty Whitmarsh (9.0), forwards Bob Bartholomew
(12.6) and Gerald Jones (9.0),
and center Dave Heppell
I (9.6).

NOTES - Illinois-Chicago , Circle Coach Tom
Meyer, who does most of his
recruiting in the Chicago
area, says be doesn't compete with his father, DePaul's head Coach Ray
Meyer. ''We don't go after
the same kids," said the
younger Meyer. "When we
do, then we'll know we've
arrived . . The Circles
make the move to Di vision I
next fall and will play in a
new 12,000-seat arena Their
1981 season opener? DePaul

LEMON GROVE
REVIEW
DEC 1 1

W,

Swimmer Qualifies
The U.

of San Diego w

en's swim team
s wagainst
am
Cal State Northridge
in an ofoficialpractice meet, and one

.girl qualifiedfor

nationals.

Junior Mary Lightfoot qualified for post-seasoncompetition in the 200; lOO, and 50
backstroke times of 29.2 in

the

so

(29.81 National

78 in the 100

(1 :03.61

and

in

al),

(2:19.67).

2:18.05

1:02 -

Nationt h e 200

The Aqua Toreros will participate
in the San Diego
State Invitational
this coming
Saturday and Sunday.

(
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USO Begins
4-GameStand
The University of San
iego will open a to
, game homestand tonight
against . the University of '
ssouri, Kansas City. .
7:30 contest atUSD
. The Toreros, 2-2 folio
ing last week's 45-44 1

w-

the Air Force Aca:::Oat
host UC Riverside to
row, Northern A . rnor:Monda
rizona on
following
centenarythe

SAN DIEGO UNION

Falcons Nip USD 45-44
University of San Diego matched .the Air Force Academy basket for basket but fell one short at the free throw
line and that was the difference at Colorado Springs last
night as the Falcons scored a 45-44 basketball victory.
The Toreros, now 2-2 for the season, managed a 23-19
halftime edge in the strictly defensive contest but fell
behind at 37-36 with nine minutes left in the game. and
never caught up.
With 18 seconds remaining and Air Force in front by 4342, the Falcons' Tim Harris was fouled and made both
charity tosses for 45-42.
Bob Bartholemew scored for USD
with nine seconds left for the final margin. Air Force
missedfree throws on two occasions in the final seconds I
-but the last one came with two seconds to play and time
ran out in a battle for the rebound.
·
Bartholemew led USD
scoring with 13 points w ·
-Mike Stockalper had 10 as the only Toreros in dou
figures Air Force, now 3-3, was led 'by Rick Simmons
Erwin Washington with 13 and 12 points, respecti
Falcons.
while Harris
.... managed- 10 for -the
· -

(
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Toreros Gofor Third Win
a Times
Staff Writer

•

·

DIEg<>-The University of San Diego basketam
shoots for its third win in five games when it
Missouri-Kansas
City tonight at 7:30 in the USO

ball
hos
S

Center, .

·

nt g u a r dStockalper
M i kleads
e the Toreros averagi
14.5 point
a game. Forward Bob Bartholomew is
averaging 12.8 and a team-leading 7.5 rebounds a

g

•

i

•

•

•

-

•

-
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Toreros open 4-game home stand

San Diego, Friday, Dec. 19, 1980

The University of San
Diego opens a foursgame
home stand tonight against
the University of MissouriKansas City, while U.S. International University gets
a night of rest before taking
on Kansas State tomorrow
, night in Manhattan, Kan.
USIU 's Gulls lost last
night to West Tex asState in
Amarillo, Texas, 98-83.
Meanwh0e, UCSD goes
into the first round of the
Los Angeles Bap tistTour-

oament tonight against Pomona-Pitzer in Newball,
Calif.
·1
lo other action last night,
Point Loina defeated the
College of Idaho 71-60 in the
opening · round of the
George Fox Basketball
Tournament in Newberg,
Ore. It was the Crusaders'
fifth. win against four
defeats this season. The
Crusaders play George Fox
College tonight.
The USD Toreros enter-

(2)

Gro ssm ont (9w ins, 4 loss
against Barstow College (9- · es)
tain UC-Riverside lomor- Riverside Basketbal
l Tour- 2), while Mesa , now playing
row night, Northern Ari- nament with·an over
.zona on Monday and Cente- 71-67 win over host time in .the consolation bracket,
nary College o Shreveport, Iside, and Saddlebac River- meets . West Los Angeles
k ColLa., Tuesday.
lege knocked' off Mesa ColIn junior college action lege 104-77 in
Saddlelast night, Grossmont Col- back tourney .the
in
Miss
ion
lege gained the finals of th_e Viejo.
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NET RESULTS/By Hank Wesch

Penn

King· Herrmann Tries Ha rd er

le experience on the satellite circuit in SwitWhile admitting it was satisfying, Peter Herrmann pick up valuab within one victory of qualifying for a major
, came
wanted to keep his victory in the San Diego Penn Grand zerlandment,
but wound up returing home with little to
tourna
tive.
perspec
in
Prix TennisTournament
effort.
the
for
show
of
:-ne event had brought together a small, select field
"It was obvious that I needed to change some things if I
pJ4yers based upon performances in area tournaments
going to have any chance playing regularly against
was
over the past year. Herrmann lost only one set on bis way
really good players," Herrmann says. "My speed and my
to the championship.
had to be better and there were a few technical
Therefore, it was suggested that Herrmann, a University footwork
bad to change too. My forehand had always been
of San Diego junic.-, should now be considered the county's things Iand consistent, but I needed to work on my back- I
top amateur _player. The denial strong
,
band."
.
came gently but firmly.
body
his
of
side
either
from
shots
hits
Since Herrmann
"It's just one tournament,"
the racket, it's sometimes .
Herrmann said. "It's a pretty good with two hands firmly gripping
from backhand let alone improvefeeling to win - I haven't won that difficult to tell forehand ing
fitness , speed an4 footwork,
Regard
either.
in
many lately - but it's inconclu- ment
achieved much.
he
feels
ann
Herrm
r,
howeve
sive."
day and also got into some ,
a
miles
10
to
"I ran five
In truth, Herrmann's concerns
two IO-kilometer runs,"
and
arathon
half-m
a
races,
on
1
are more toward who'll be No.
started running was that
I
reason
USD's team when the collegiate Herrmann reports. '.'The
to do what I want
chance
a
have
er
I'dnev
didn't
I
if
knew
I
season begins in approximately a
I
it.
liking
1
month than with who's No. 1 in San in tennis. After a while I started
six
every
t
percen
one
maybe
ed
improv
bad
speed
"My
Diego. The answer to the first quesyears, but it has gotten a lot
tion, when it comes, might prove months for the past couplerunning
- I haven't done much
e
distanc
from
the answer to the second anywa y. better just
Hank Wesch
chance my court
50-50
a
there's
now
think
I
g.
sprintin
Scott
Butcurrently there's little to separate Herrmann,
r or not I make it
Whethe
solved.
be
coverage problems can
Lipton and Terry Ward.
that."
on
lot
a
depend
will
tennis
sional)
(profes
in
Lipton, a senior, has been the Toreros' top man for three
results had
fall
ann's
Herrm
Prix,
Grand
Penn
the
Until
USD
at
ionship
years. At the San Diego Collegiate Champ
Evening
the
in
loss
inting
disappo
A
mixed.
hat
somew
this fall, Herrmann recorded his first-ever victory against been e Tournament ("I've changed my service motion
Lipton. Ward, however, stung Herrmann in the Coronado Tribunat that time it was the worst") and the Coronado
Tennis Center tournament .last month ;and Lipton in a since,
defeat by Ward offset the lift provided by the win over
practice get together.
. "It'sgood to have a third guy now," says Herrmann: Lipton. pretty depressed for the last couple months,"
"I was
"Before, Scott and I bad'just each other to worry about. In
ann says. "If I would.have won at Coronado I might
.Herrm
as
you
on
up
come
a,way it's embarrassing to have a guy
played the (Penn Grand Prix) tournament. I
have
fast as Terry did and the first few tournaments next year not expect to win and I didn't put any press ure•On
didn't
1
·
,will tell a lot.
myself."
the
n
betwee
tition
compe
the
take
"I'm trying. not to
theles s,Herrmann avenged two prior losses to
three of us too seriously. Beating them is a short-term Never
Dave Bacon with a quarterfinal triumph, then prevailed
goal, but I try to 'keep everything in perspective." .
n and Kip Hutchison in the semifinals
Even for an athlete as intelligent as Herrmann, a proper over Paul Finema
.
assessment of bis own game bas been difficult to make at and finals. e terms, the accomplishment might not rank
prestig
In
year.
the past s
me
during
ti
two national junior championships (12-and-under
Hecompiled a highly commendable 26-5 record playing with bis14-and
-under in 1975). But it proves that Herrmann,
No. for USO during bis sophomore season but did not in 1973, to spend hours battering a Morley Field practice
used
who
indireceive a desired invitation to compete in the NCAA
("I can't understand why I liked doing it, but I
vidual tournament. "I'm trying to get away from setting backboisard
on the improve.
still
did,")
.
goals like that," he says.
then very close.
1,
No.
not
If
to
hoping
r
summe
last
Herrmann· journeyed to Europe
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USD Rolls to 81-4 3 W .i n
SAN DIEG04 lerald Jones fired In 19 points and Bob ,
Bartholomew added 11 to spark the Universit y of San
Diego to a convincin g 81-43 victory over the Universit y
of Missouri-Kansas City Friday night in a non- leque

,
, ,
basketba ll contest.
The Toreros, now 3-2, led 37-24 at the half
the game out of reach early in the second half.
putting
led the losers, now 2-6, with a 12-point efFrerking
Bill
1
.
. fort. Corky Wiseman chipped In 11 points.
at the
tonight
7:30
at
e
Riversid
UC
face
USD will
.
Cente r.
:Torenll' Sports
.

before
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USO cagers sock it to visitors from Missouri
I

.
while Bob Campbell got 13 and Mark
It has been a while since USD Coach Jim and highly regarded Centenary Tuesday, led apiece,
Chuck Marty both chipped in with
and
Peyton
and
UMKC
against
on
Brovelli could sit back and relax at one of his 37-24 at intermissi
12. ·
overwhelmed the visitors in the second half.
club's basketball games. ,
experito
Brovelli
enabled
win
lopsided
The
the
as
night
last
case
the
was
that
But
Kent Payne sank a desperation 30-foot shot
on the
Toreros began a four-game-in-five- days home ment with some different combinationsGerald
the end of the second overtime to do in
at
forward
stand by breezingto a 81-43 victory over the floor, including using starting
Gary Haynes scored 18 points for the 3UCSD.
. Jones the off-guard spot. Jones, a 6-6 junior,
University of Missouri Kansas City. . ·
but missed the first free throw of a
Tritons,
4
In other action involving area teams, Point responded by scoring 19 points and also grab- one-and-one attempt in the first extra period
Loma College drubbed host George Fox Uni- bing ·nine rebounds.
that wouldhave won the game.
versity 82-67 to win the championship of the
Bob
Jerry Smith (25) and Arnie Russell (22) comforward
shand
Whitmar
.
Rusty
Guard
latter school's invitational tourney at Bartholomew each added 11 points and Mike bined for 47 points in San Diego City's win
. Newberg, Ore.
Stockalper, the other starting guard, played a over Imperial Valley, which boosted the I
deAlso, UCSD lost a 68-66double overtime
. fine floor game, doling out four assists for the Knight's mark to 7-4. Scatter Watson (18) and
of
round
Reggie Horne (13) also scored in double figfirst
the
in
Pitzer
cision to Pomona
Toreros who improvedtheir record to 4-.3.
.
(
ures for the winners. ·
the L.A. Baptist College Tournament, San
playfive
put
6-4,
ow
Collegen
Mira
Loma
88-78,
Point
Valley
Diego City beat lmperival
Mira Costa'.s victory over San Bernardino
Costa downed San Bernardino Valley 95-77 ers in double digits as \t raced to a 40-22half- Valley
movedthe 6-3 Spartans into today's
no
by
led
and
Fox
George
in
against
79-69'
lead
time
and Mesa fell to West Los Angeles
n final of the Saddleback Tournaconsolatio
less than 13 points the rest of the way.
community college action. .
Veijo against the West L.A.
Mission
in.
ment
the
topped
Freeman
Jim
and
Mark Cherry
USO, which hosts UC Riverside tonight at
Mesa.
defeated
that
team
7:30 and then playsNorthern Arizona Monda.y Crusaders' scoring parade with 14 points

at
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Toreros Have Easy Time 'With Missouri-K.C., 81-43
' By AILENEVOISIN
StaffWriter, TheSan DiegoUnion

Ask a coach - any coach

-

who his tought1st opponents

will be, and predictably, he'll say·what University ot San

Diegobasketball Coach Jim ·Brovelli says: "They're all
.
.
' '.
tough,"
There may be some justification for that line of reasoning. But USD appeared to have it pretty easy last night
against the University of Missouri, Kansas City. The
Toreros improved their record to 3-2 with an 81-43 win at
Alcala Park.
It wasn't that close.
: USD led from the start, held a 37-24 halftime advantage, and overwhelmed the Kangaroos in the second half.
In fairness to UMKC (2-6), which completes its West
Coast tour Monday night against UC Irvine, its schedule
- probably wise given the 5-10, 6-3, 6-4, 6-4, 6-6 starting
lineup - consists primarily· of other NAIA teams like
Emporia State, Evangel State, William ·Jewell College,
Grand View College, Tarkio College ...
The Toreros, meanwhile face UC Riverside tonigh_t in a

(

7:30 contest at USD, then host Northern Arizona :Monday,
and highly-regarded Centenary Tuesday.
"It's always good to win the first of four," said the USD
coach afterward. "I thought we were a little sluggish in
the first ha.If, but we came on in the second half. And
again, I thought defensiyely we played very well/'
. Last night's breather - USD's first in a long time enabled Brovelli to experiment with different combina.
lions on the floor, including:
- Starting forward Gerald Jones at the off-guard spot.
Jones, a 6-6 junior, is expected to see. a lot of action .at
· that· position against the big guards in the West Coast
·
Athletic Conference. _
- A backcourt of Jones and freshman point guard John
Prunty, a younger version of senior playmaker Mike
Stockalper. Prunty, a good shooter and ball handler; las't
night.at least,directed the offense effectively.
College,
Walt Phelps, a 7-foot transfer from Lassen
In the middle. Phelps has been on the bench throughout
the' first four games recovering from torn ankle ligaments.

"I feel fine physically," Phelps said. "The only problem
might be psychological. But I was ready to play. I've been
ready for a Jong time, In fact."
But it was Jones, playing perhaps his best game of the
season, who guided USD in .this one.
In the1 first half he scored eight points, blocked two
shots, cohtributed four assists, two steals and seven rebounds. He finished with 19 points and nine rebounds.
"He's improving everygame," offered Brovelli. "Defensively, he's not making the mistakes he was early; and
offensively, he'staking the·shots." _.
But Jones' first question when he reached the scorers'
table reflects an inclination to give up the ball: "How
many assists.did I get?
"I love to play guard," he said. ''I take a lot of pride in
.
'·
passing the ball."
USD's' starting guards, Stockalper and Rusty Whitmarsh, played well ·again, with Whitmarsh scoring 11
points and Stockalper contributing 'four assists.
.Forward Bob Bartholomew finished with.11 points and
·
eight rebounds.
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Is Vic tor

SAN DIEG O-The Universityof
San Diego shot 63% from the floor
Saturd ay night in its 70-52 noncon. ferenc e basketball victory over -visiting UC Riverside.
Bob Bartholomew led the San
Diego scoring with 16 points, hitting
8 of 10 shots from the floor, while
teammate Dave Heppell scored 15
points. Bartholomew also had 10 re·
·
bounda.
San Diego is 4-2 for the season,
while UC Riverside is 5-3.

(
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Toreros Take 3rd Straight 70-52
By AILENE VOISIN
Slaff Writer, The San Diego Union

The last time the University of San Diego and UC
Riverside met on a basketball court, Freddie Goss was
the Highlander coach, the· Toreros were a Division II
university and . . . "We were beaten pretty badly," admitted USO forward Bob Bartholomew.
But it's-two years later, Goss is coaching at U.S. International University, and USDJ s a Division I school
''.More important," offered Bartliolome.w, "this time we

won."

final spurt in the last four minutes of the contest.
Ted Morning's free throws brought Riverside to with in
nine points at 57-48. But when the Toreros answered with
free throws by Heppell, a follow shot by Gerald Jones and
a layup by Rusty Whitmarsh, it was all over.

.

Lastnight's 70-52 victory was the third straight for the · TorerQ&, now 4-2 overall. They have today off, then host
Northern Arizona tomorrow and Centenary Tuesday.
·
·
Both ·games -are at. 7:30.
"Riverside'sthe type of te.am we're concerned about," ,
USO Coach Jim Brovelli afterward. "They're quick,
said
and they have some good shooters. But we're the type of
.
team that can gradually pull away."
damthe
of
most
did
lomew
Bartho
half,
g
In the openin
age; scoring 10 points -and dominating the boards with
teammates Dave 'Heppell and Steve Rocha. He finished
with 16 points (8 of 10 from the field)and 10 rebounds.
The Highlanders, meanwhile, .were unable to penetrate
against Bartholomew (6-7), Rocha (6-8) and Heppell (6-8).
37
Theyshot mainly from outside, and connected on just
·
·
t.
percen
59
USD's
to
ts
attemp
their
percent of
- But· it was an interesting·contest for the first 15 min·
.
. utes anyway.
The teams exchanged the .le.ad sever altimes during
that stretch before USO moved in front 24-17 on Jim
Bateman's jumper with 4:49 remaining in the initial half.
After Bateman's basket, the Highlanders held the ball
and went for the final shol The attempt failed, and usp
held the 7-point le.ad at intermission. · · ·
ers'
ighland
H
.
the
until
lead
rtable
comfo
a
USO held

(
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From a Times Staff Writer

SAN DIE GO- -Ger ald Jone s and

Bob Bart holo mew each scored 17
poin ts Monday nigh t as the Univ ersity of San Diego defe ated Nor ther n

Arizona, 75-52.
•
USD, which is 5-2 this seas on,
with all the victo ries at hom e· and
both losse s on the road, gets righ t
back into lt toni ght whe n it meets

Centenary Coll ege at 7:30.
· · Centenary lost to .USIU Monday,
85-7 4.
Rus ty Whitmarsh bad 13 for
USD, whic h led Nor ther n Arizona,
35-3 1, at halftime.
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Toreros win, tackle Centenary

The University ,of San Diego, fresh from
a most-important victory over Northern
Arizona University last · night, takes on
what appears an easier assignment at 7:30
tonight in battling Centenary College in the
Torero gym .
·
.,
The Toreros' 75-52 conquest of Northern
Arizona last night marked the first time
since 1977 that an area university had managed that feat , - and came. as forwards
Bob Bartholomew and Gerald Jones continued their sparkling · play. Each had 17
·
points, with Bartholomew collecting seven
,rebounds and Jones four in all-around performances.
The game's crucial play came with 12:26
remainu1g when N_AU guard Dinky Jones

stole the ball in ·the USO backcourt but
missed a slam at the other end that would
have cut the Torero margin at the time to
35-33Instead , USO came back to score five
consecutive ,points and take charge of the
game the rest of the way.
Centenary was a loser yesterday - bowing to U.S. Inter:national University 85-74 at
Mira Mesa High 's gym .
The Gulls got a 19-point scoring effort
from Mark Bryant, while Charles Smith
added 17 and Don Robinson 16. But it was
Robinson 's work on the.boards and a spark'!ing defensive job by John Greer on the
Centenary's Cherokee Rhone which were
,
perhaps, the biggest factors.
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Arizonans
Fall 75-52
To Toreros
By AILENE VOISIN
S!Uff Writer, The San Diego Union

The University of San
Diego did something last
night that no San Diego col_lege basketball team bas
done .since 1977 - they defeated Northern Arizona
University 75-52.
San Diego State and U.S.
International University
lost to thi:!'Lumberjacks this
month in Flagstaff, and ·all
three teams ·fell victim to
NAU the previous two sea-

sons.

But last night, at Alcala
Park, the Toreros won their
fifth straight at home and
improved their record to 52. The Lumberjacks
dropped to 5-4.
· It was also the second
consecutive game that
- Forwards Bob Bartholomew and Gerald Jones
played effectively both offensively and on the boards.
, Theyeach scored 17. points,
while Bartholomew added
seven rebounds and Jones
four.
,
· - USD shot well over 50
percent. The Toreros were
successful on 62 percent of
their attempts in both
lialves.
- The Toreros played excellent defense. In the seven
· games played so far, USD
has limited its opponents to
52.0 points per game, 11th 1
best in the nation through
last week.
"It's bard to single any ,
player out," said -USD
Coach Jim Brovelli afterward. "I'm. playing eight or
nine guys · and everyone's
contributing. Gerald bad -a
good night, so did Dave·
Heppell, and Steve Rocha
and Brad Levesque were
great off the bench.

"What really impresses
me is that everyone's looking for everyone else. I've
said all along, that for us to
besuccessful we have to
have a complete team effort. Tonight, that's what we
had "
.· Northern Arizona, playing without second-leading
scorer Joedy Gardner, who.
·was sick with the flu bad what Lumberjacks' Coach
Joedy Gardner called "a
horrible night. Fundamentally, we couldn't do anything. We couldn't have
beaten a good church team
the way we played.
"And when you can't even
make layups ... "
·
-Gardner was referring to
a critical play in the second
half. NAU, which trailed 3531aat halftime, and by 5-7
pomts most of the final pe-'
riod, had a chance to pull
within · two with 12:26 remaining.
After guard Elliott
"Dinky" Jones stole the ball
in USD's backcourt be
missed a slam, and the
Toreros retaliated with five
consecutive points.
• Jones, NAU's leading
scorer with a 17.0 average,
had problems an night
against USD's man-to-man
coverage - mainly Rusty
Whitmarsh - and later, the
zone. Whitmarsh held him
scoreless in the first half,
then gave up just seven
points the rest of the way.
"I just tried to stay with
·him the whole time," said
the 6-3 junior. "He couldn't
get anything off me in •the '
first half, and I think he
.only scored once on
in
the second."

me
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Centenary drops
USD mark to 5-3

rsh and Bob
SAN DIEGO (AP ) - Cen- Rus ty Whitma
ed 14

,

w add
ter Cherokee Rhone scor ed Bar thol ome
ce for the
apie
ts
23 points and grab bed 11 re- poin
tho lom ew
Bar
a.
ero
Tor
ing
lead
bounds last night,
e-hi gh 12
gam
a
n
visiting Cen tena ry Univ ersi- pulled dow
.
unds
ty to a 79-71 noJH:onference rebo
college bask etba ll vict ory
San Diego led by as man y
ove r the Univ ersit y of San
12 points in the first half
as
Dieg o.
befo re Cen tena ry got un. Rhone was the only Centeked. The GenUemen led
nary play er to scor e in dou- trac
time , 35-32, and broke
half
at
en
ble figu res as the GenUem
gam e open earl y in the
lifte d thei r season record to the
second half. The Tore ros .
6-3.
en't clos er than six
: Ger ald Jones led San Di- wer
afte r the earl y min ego, whlch fell to 5-3, with 15 poin ts
nd half.
points and six rebounds. utes of the seco
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win

SAN DIE GO -A five -gam e home
nigh t
ning stre ak was snap ped Tue sday Vito
lost
o
Dieg
San
of
as the Uni vers ity
sitin g Cen enar y College, 79-71.
5-3
The defe at dropped the Tore ros to
a Satfor the seas on as they prep are for
Palo
urda y gam e against Stan ford in
,

Alto. Gerald Jones scored 15 for USD
Bob
whi ch trail ed at halftime, 35-32, and

reBart holo mew had 14 points and 12
bounds.
23
Cen ter Cherokee Rho ne scored tena
Cen
for
s
und
rebo
11
poin ts and had
ry.

I
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e Rhone scored 23
SAN DIEGO (UPI) - Center Cheroke
day night to lead
Tues
unds
rebo
11
lnts and pulled down
San Diego.
over
win
ce
eren
conf
non79.71
a
to
ry
Centena
res led by
figu
le
doub
in
ers
play
four
USD , 5-3. had
holomew
Bart
Bob
.
unds
rebo
six
'Gerald Jones with 16 and
.
ros.
Tore
the
for
added 14 points
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Gents hand USD
first home defeat

Centenary College did
something last night no'
other college basketball
team has been able to do
this season - beat USO on
its home court.
Behind Cherokee Rhone
23 points, the Gents _handed's
· the Toreros their first loss
after five straight successes

at Alcala Park by a score of
79-71.
Meanwhile, La Verne Col
lege capitalized on a big ad-vantage at the free throw
line to down.UCSD 75-72 on .
the losers' floor,
USD, which travels · to
Stanford Saturday night and
Cal on Monday, trailed the ·
visitors from Shreveport,
La., 35-32 at halftime after
holding Rhone to seven
points.
·
But Centenary's center,
who averages 20 points a
game and. is called the
Chief, went on the warpath
after intermission. He dominated play underneath as
his club steadily pulled
away from the Toreros.
Gerald Jones scored 15
points and Bob Bartholomew and Rusty Whitmarsh
added 14 .apiece for . USD,
which saw its record slip to

5-3 .

UCSD, which held a 11·
point lead with three minutes to go in the first hal
was done by its ineffectivef,ness at the the free throw
line against La Verne . The
Tritons made just two of
their 15 charity tosses , compared to the winner's 13-for-

18.

UCSD next will play in
the Southern Utah tournament Jan . 29-30. The tourney lineup includes Cal
Poly (San Luis Obisopo), Ca
Lutheran , Southern Utahl
and UCSD.

(
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TorerosTravel

To Stanford, Cal

points per game, 8.3rebounds) and
Gerald Jones (111.3, 4.8) and guards
Mike Stockalper (11.2) and Rusty :
·•
Whitmarsh (10.3).
Cal
and
rd
Stanfo
Following the
games, USP is idle until next Satur- ··
day's game against Cal Poly-Pomona
.·
at Alcala Park. ..•

The University of San Diego (5-3)
asketball team travels to the Bay
A;rea for games against Stanford tonight and California Monday.
The Toreros, who won three of
led
four home contests last week
by forwards Bob Bartholomew (13.5)

are

. LosAngeles Times
.

.

Heppell Haunts A

I

Stanford as USD
Wins in Overtime
By STEV E DOLAN
Times Staff Writer

1

·

a ssenior
PALO ALTO--A
School
High
rs
Brothe
an
Christi
Sacram ento three years ago, Dave

Heppell had high hopes of receivin
a basketball scholarship from Sta
ford. But the Stanfo rd recruiter
backed off at the last minute, hel
mg Heppell decide instead to atte
.
Sacram ento City College.
He
City,
ento
Sacram
at
While
pell was still hoping for a schola r
ship to Stanfo rd--or any Division
school that would take him.
only feeler came from the Universi
ty of San Diego, making it an e
choice for the 6-8 center .
Given a second chance to th
Please see USD, Page
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about Heppell, the people at Stanford might now go
back on their original assessment. Heppell had two key
in overtim e Satur daynight at Maples Pavilion,
eluding the game- winne r, as he led USD to a 79-70
·
ctory, over the Cardinals. · ·
"It seems Stanfo rd had told me I wasn't Division I
materi al," Heppell recalled. "I had a teache r at Sacrame nto City who was a gradua te of Stanford, and he
f.vrote to them about me. They said I couldn 't help
·
· -··
them."
If Heppell cari't help Stanford, he made it a point to
hurt 'the Cardinals. When Saturd ay's game was tied in
·
ertime, 62-62, Heppell took control. .

t

2 Baskets, Rebound and Steal

He first scored back-t o-back baskets, giving USD a
w ith 2:30 remaining. Heppell then re62 advan tage
J:>ounded a missed Stanfo rd shot, leading to a threel)oint play by Bob Bartholomew that gave the Toreros a
69-62 margin. The next time Stanfo rd had the ball, a
steal by Heppell led to two free throws by Mike Stockalper, provid ing, USD with an Insurmountable 71-62
ushion with 1:33 to play.
The Torero s were able to beat their first Paclflc-10
· pponent of the year with execution and great shooting.
They shot 73% in the first half (16 of 22), then finished
with a 31 of 50 effort for a 62% ratio.
"We're having a lot of fun passing to each other,"
Coach Jim Brovelll said. "That' s one of the keys right
now. We haven 't taken bad shots and we're playing
::Consistent defense."
The consis tency carried to offense, where all five
starters finished in double figures Bartholomew had 23
Rusty Whitm arsh 20, Heppell 14, Stockalper 12
Jones 10. Bartholomew and Jones also had
Gerald
and
.
eight rebounds apiece. .
USD had won four of its last five ·games, raising its
record to 6-3. The Torero s won Just six times ln 25
games last season, their first year on the Division I level.

.

.

"We're showin g credibility oln this level," Brovelll
said. "We took our lumps last year. Now everyb ody
knows we are alive."

,.
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Centenary Stops

Toreros 79-71

Cherokee Rhone Paces Visitors With 23; USD Mark Slips To 5-3
Steve Burkhalter, a layup by Napoleon Byrdsong, a 10By AILENE VOISIN
footer by John Griffey and a layup by Rhone - andgave
1
Slaff Writer The SanDiegoUnion
•
the visitors a 35-32 lead at intermission.
.
Cherokee Rhone, the fellow they call "theChief' at · Rhone was held to seven points in the first half. mainly
Centenary College in Shreveport, La.,describes
himself . a result of Levesque's defense. He forced "the Chief' to
as an ."inside player." .
·
•
·.
play high post instead of down low.
"That's my role," he said, "just like it's WillieJackson's
In the second half, however, no one could contain
role to be the outside player. When we put it together, we Rhone, who averages 20 points a game.
. .do all right."
,
With their center scoring effectively underneath, and
They; did just fine last nightagainst the Universi_ty of Jackson hiUing some key shots before departing, the
SanDi'ego. With Rhone sconng 23 points, and Jackson Gents began to pull away. They led by 12 (56-44) with 10:58. .•
contributing four .key baskets bef_ore leavmg the game remaining.
..
,
_
early in the second half with a sprc$,ed knee, the Gents The Toreros closed to within eight points, and made a
pulled away from USD and went on to claim a 79-71 win
brief run at 2:27 on two baskets by Jones. They µ-ave) to
at Alcala Park.
. ,.
Stanford Saturday night and UC Berkeley on Monday.
The Gents (6-4) were wary of the Toreros. They had
NOTES-The origins of Rhone's.first name? "I liked a
been shocked the previous afternoon by U.S. International lady back in Louisiana named Cherokee," explained
University
an opponent Centenary Coach Tommy Rbone's father, "so I said the next boy I }lave is going to
Canterbury admits he s_imply underestimated.
be called Cherokee .. . Canterbury and the 23 members of
. · But agamst USD, a bigger, more physical club than the ·. his touring party attended Monday night's Chargers
Gulls, Centenary utilized its speed, talent and, of course, Steelers contest. He's a personal friend of Steelers' quartthe big guy in the middle. .
erback Terry Bradshaw.
•. "Boy, they played hard," · Canterbury said of the
·
_
Toreros afterward. "We're just blessed with a little more
talent and quickness. I think that caught up with USD (5-3),
in the end there."
L
Cantfrbury's plan was simple. control the tempo so
USD doesn't. ·
,
And the Gents did, after the first seven minutes of the
'
game.
·. ·
"I thought we .were playing very well for a while," said
USD Coach Jim Brovelli, "but we lost the tempo.
thought we looked tired. Four games in five days might
have had something to do with that.".
,.
The Toreros held a 4-7 point lead until that point, with
Bob Bartholomew, Gerald Jones, and Brad Levesque
scoring well inside. The Gents, meanwhile,were unable to
get the •ball into Rhone, and their outside shots weren't
dropping either.
,
.
••
So they started to run.
"Up and down," added Rhone, "that's the thing we. do
best." '
'
':
This resulted in seven straight points a free throw by
.

.
•

'

'

I

- StaffPhoto By eori Fitzsimmons
·versity
of San Diego's Gerald Jomes goes up for
Unl
a basket as teammate Brad Levesque and Centenary's
John Griffey look on in game played at_USD gym.
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USD Stuns
Stanford In
OT, 79-70
\

I

STANFORD (AP) - The.
University of San Diego out- ·
scored Stanford 13-2 in the
first 3:48 of overtime last .
· night and went on to defeat
the Cardinals 79-70 behind
23 points by Bob Bartholomew.
The teams were tied at 60
at• the end of regulation·
play, but the Toreros pulled
ahead 73-62 with 1:12 left in
· the extra period of the non. conference · bask etba ll
game.
.
The 6-8 Bartholomew, a
. senior forward, hit 10 of 13
. field goal attempts for· his
23 points, and also collected
eight rebounds.
Six-foot-three j unior
guard Rusty Whitmarsh fmished with 20 points for San ..
Diego.
.
Stanford's scoring was
led by Brian Welch, who hit
11 of 18 field goal attempts
to finish with 27 points.
Welch was also the game's
leading rebounder with

•

Froma Times Staff Writer . .
BER KEL EY- The University of San
o basketball team will be shooting for its secondDieg
straight road
win against a Pacific 10 opponent when It plays
California tonight at 8 o'clock.
USO won for the fourth time In its last
Satu rday , beating Stanford In overtime, five games
79-7 0. The
Toreros (6-3) can surpa ss last year 's win total
with a
victory tonight.
.
Cal has a 6-1 record, Its only loss coming again
st Indi· the Hoosier tournament.
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Toreros take on California
after stunning Stan_
ford
•'•

USO's basketball team continues it assualt on the
Pac: 10 Conference tonight when it travels to Berk
eley to take
: on California 's Golden Bears.
: The Toreros stunned Stanford Saturday night by
taking
: a 79-70 overtime victory over the Cardinals on the
losers'
· floor . ·
,
, · ·
·
The teams were tied at 60 at the end or regul
, but
USO outscored Stanford 13-2 in the first 3:48 of ation
overtime
: lock up its sixth win in nine outings.
· Bob Bartholomew, a 6-8 senior forward, hit
10 or 13
field goal attempts in scoring 23 points and Rusty
: marsh added 20 as the Toreros shot 62 percent fromWhitthe
floor.
1
•
Meanwhile , Lester Hawkins scored 27 points
nine.
bed 13 rebounds in pacing Glendale to a 84-72 and grab· San Diego shot 62 percent
win over
Long Beach City last night in the finals or the. Palom
from the field, hitting 31 of
arElks Christmas Classic.
50 field goal attempts in the
Earlier in the evening, Palomar, despite 20
game. ·
s from
Mike Oavert, lost 63-58 to Mt. San Antonio inpoint
The Toreros made 72 perthe
place game. Pasadena won the consolation roundthird
cent of their shots from the
by
defeating Cuesta 82-65 .
floor in the first half as they
In other holiday basketball action, Southwestern
took a 36-34 halftime lead.
'
.
lege
defeated Scottsdale 82-67 yesterday to move ColUSO is now 6-3 on the
into
today
's semifinal round or the San Diego Mesa Invitation
year, and plays at Califor: al Tournament.
nia tomorrow.
i Dick Bramwell scored 19 points and Reid
Burns con: tributed 15 more orr the bench for the Apaches,
meet Grossmont, 74-56 winners over Bakersfieldwho will
yester; day, at 8:45 tonight in the Mesa College gym.
STANFORD (70)
Ward 2 6-10
:.. In tonight's other semifinal match, Imperial
10, Welch 11 5-5 27,Rev elli
11,2
Valley
3, Jones 50-110 , Mar
6, Lemons
ty 3 40-0
0-0 8,
4
meets Rio Hondo at 7. Imperial Valley, behin
Ryan O0-1
10,
3 0-06. Ttoals 29 12-14
d
70.
Burns' 23 points, bested host Mesa 81-75 in yeste Mike
rday 's
Halftime--SDiego
an 36, Stanford34. Total
'. other game.
fouls--San
Diego 19, St
19. A-2,795
·
a
. nford
19.
A-
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USD Gains .More
.Respect in Losing

r

to Cal, 60-56
By STEVE DOLAN
Times Staff Writer

BERKELEY -Without. winning
a game Monday night, the University of San Diego basketball team
continued toward its pre-season
goal of gaining respect. ·
The Toreros were in the game
until the final three minutes before
finally losing to California, 60-56;
thus splitting their two-game road
trip against Facific 10 opposition.
Before coming north, Coach Jim
Brovelli of USD had admitted he
would be more than happy with a
splil The goal was quickly achieved
when the Toreros beat Stanford in
overtime Saturday, 79-70.
Since splitting its first four
games, USD has won four of the last
six. The team's six · wins already
equal last year's season total.
"We kind of feel good about the
way we played," USD guard Mike
Stocklf>er said. "We can't let these
kind of games get away. Winning
the close ones will determine
whether we have a good or bad season. I just hope we get the rest of
them."
Until the final 10 minutes Monday
night. USD had led most of the
game But California made a quick
turnaround with six straight points
midway through the second half,
taking a 48-44 advantage.
USD proceeded to score the next
four points, tying the game at 48
with 5:06 to play. The Toreros then
didn't score the next four minutes
and 28 seconds, while California put
the game away with eigbt unanswered points.
Mike Stockalper led a balanced
USD offense by scoring 16 points.
Gerald Jones scored 15 and Bob
Bartholomew added 14.
At the out.set. it had looked like
five Davids against one Goliath.
USD represented the Davids, center
Please see USD, Page5

USD: Cal Has

to Work, 60-56
Continued from Flnt Page
Mark McNamara of California was
the giant. .
·
·
USD held California scoreless the
first three minutes and 36 seconds,
jumping to a 5-0 lead. The 6-11 McNamara scored seven of the next
eight points, giving the Bears an 8-7
advantage.
Keeping patient on offense
against the California press, the
Toreros eventually built a 28-21
lead with two minutes left in the
half. The Bears scored the next seven points before a Stockalper field
goal gave USD a 30-28 halftime
edge.
Coming off a 16 of 22 performance
from the field ·in the first half
against Stanford, the Toreros again
bad a bot first 20 minutes. USD bit
12 of 18 field goal attempts, compared to California's 9 of 23 effort.
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.Charitable Toreros
Beaten At Foul Line
BERKELEY. - Despite making four more field goals,
aggressive University of San Diego was whistled for
twice as many fouls last night and dropped a 60-56 decision to the University of California Bears at the free
throw line:
·
'
The Bears, winning their sixth straight while posting a 7-1 mark, cashed in on 18 of 32 free throws while outscor. ing the Toreros from the charity line by 12 points. USD
sank only 6 of 12 chances from the free throw line and
suffered its fourth.loss against six wins while being called ..
for 26 personals to 13 for Cal. The Bears also won the
· rebounding battle 31-25.
USD led most of the game before the Bears rallied in
the second half to break a 44-44 tie as freshman guard
Butch Hays came off the bench to make two steals and
then score layins for a 48-44 lead. USD tied it at 48 with
five minutes left before Cal ran off eight straight points in
the next four minutes. The game was tied 11 times.
Hays had 10 points and five steals. Mark McNamara
topped the Bears with 13 points and nine rebounds.
· Mike Stockalper paced the Toreros with 16 points, ·
while Gerald Jones had 15 and Bob Bartholemew 14..
-

..

•
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Torero cagers run
afoulof California

. •·
s Diego's basketball
California found University to .
and the Bears gladteam in a charitable m
as nig
ly accepted the
visito rsour field goals, Cal used a big
Thoug ou co
.
. to down USD 60-56 at
,advantage at the charity stripe • ight outings.
Tbe
Berkeley for its seventh victory in e1
Toreros are now 6-4.
· g a 96-68
UCSD also lost on the road last night, su ffsemifin
,
. t Southern Utah State in t e semi inals. of
setback agams
tball Tournament in Cedar City,
Lutherantonight in the consolation
game.
1 away from home tonight
I
InternationalUniversitytravels to Long
are 5-8
' to take on the Long Beach State49ers.of 32free throws
on the season. Cal cas
in 0 •
the foul line.
while outscoring the USD by
Bears caught up
USD led most of the gam
half The Toreros tied
, and went ahead 48-44 inthe secon but Cal ran off eight
it at 48-all with five mmu es
.
straight points to sew up and the winne
withrs13 points and
Mark McNamara opped
(16) Gerald Jones
' nine rebounds, whlie Mike Stockalper in double figures
(l5) and Bob Bartho omew
for USO.
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